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Abstract

In the last decade, the number of Internet-users have increased exponentially,
and the amount of service and systems data they create have also increased
accordingly. Users are often using different devices which generate semi-
structured data and do not follow a common standard. Therefore, large Internet
services have an increasing need to store and analyze dynamic semi-structured
data, in order to get valuable insights of their user base. This demand has led to
the creation of NoSQL data stores used for schemaless data storage.

Cloud computing provides computing power and data storage for applications
through cloud services platforms. By distributing the workload across a set of
servers, the services are able to scale according to demand. With an increasing
amount of data, we need an increasing amount of processing resources. We have
developed a processing technique called the Hive that to optimize resource usage
and is designed to process and analyze semi-structured data. The framework
makes use of specialized and efficient machines which processes data in a cost
effective manner.

There are several big data processing frameworks available, but they do not
focus on green computing. This thesis will expand the framework to be a scalable,
robust, and persistent processing cluster. In order to create a scalable service, we
need to understand the underlying data structure. A quick and flexible key-value
store has been implemented to create a persistent and scalable service.

Our results indicate that there is a considerable increase in robustness and
scalability after implementing persistent storage in the Hive. The Queen was not
able to support more than around 12 workers and all data was lost after shutdown.
The newly developed Queen is able to handle around 100 workers with ease and
withstand shutdowns of nodes in the cluster.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Population growth and living standards lead to an exponentially increasing
energy consumption [1]. More and more people can afford cellphones and
computers which they in turn use to access services online. Service providers
require enormous computing power to deliver a constant quality of service. The
computing power is offered in large data centers and is used to churn through so
called big data [2]. Big data is data that is too large or too complex for traditional
data processing software to deal with. Analyzing big data may reveal patterns not
visible if the set was smaller, and since traditional systems are not fit for handling
such large data sets distributed systems have been developed. They communicate
and coordinate jobs in order to deliver enough resources to handle the load. These
systems allow multiple users to process problems at the same time. Distributed
systems deliver the capacity of a supercomputer while granting the flexibility of
processing several problems simultaneously.

Data centers consume large amounts of energy [3], and increasing their
efficiency can have a significant impact on our environmental footprint. In order
to utilize the servers more productively so called virtual machines are built on top
of the hardware. A virtual machine is an emulation of a computer system. This
grants an abstraction level in that you have a set amount of resources available on
the entire center rather than each server. Distributed systems are built up using
these virtual machines, which are deployed throughout the data centers.

A unikernel is an alternative to a virtual machine and instead of emulating
an entire physical machine, they only offer functionality to achieve a single task.
In this way parts of the system that would otherwise go unused are eliminated.
Unikernels are small enough to exist in Random-Access Memory (RAM) only.
RAM is a form of fast computer storage. A benefit with unikernels compared to
virtual machines is that they do not use any CPU resources while idle.

This thesis is about performing computation in a way inspired by the way large
societies consisting of simple creatures, such as ants, can perform complex tasks
[4]. If we place 50 ants on a table, they will all die as they do not find any purpose
[5]. Each ant knows a set of reactions to a set of input signals. If there are too many
tasks for each ant, nothing gets done. If we place 5 million ants on a table the
working tasks are divided and a colony may form a complex system. Looking at
it from afar it may seem like a single moving unit, but if we break it down we can
analyze and see that each ant only reacts to a few signals resulting in very simple
instructions.

Forager ants live in the Arizona desert where they face many problems. One
of them is that after leaving their nest, they do not return until they have found
food. On days where the climate is particularly harsh they die as they go out in
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search. In order to cope with this, the ants use congestion control. As each ant
comes back with the food they communicate with other foraging ants waiting
to go out. If many ants are coming back, many ants go out looking for food.
If few ants are coming back, fewer ants go out. A TCP (Transmission Control
Protocol) network connection works in the same way. TCP is a fundamental
protocol of the digital network communication and is used by applications that
require guaranteed delivery. If it is high bandwidth and low packet loss, more
data is sent. This increases until a certain point where the algorithm plateaus.

Other animals that manage large scales are starlings. They gather in huge
flocks and fly in complex formations. The flocks can be as large as thousands
of birds, who all fly in unison shifting direction instantly. How do they achieve
this? As with ants, starlings are simple creatures. They can only react to a number
of signals. Therefore each sterling in a flock only gathers information from the
nearest six or seven starlings [6]. Limiting information flow allows starlings to
react very fast, which allows them to escape falcons and other predators.

Natural selection for collective behavior allows these species to survive. We
cannot apply these techniques directly to computer science because birds, ants,
and computer systems are not the same. We need to understand fully what
the environmental situation that created the complex behavior in the first place.
Knowing why can help to study the abstractions and identify each individual in
the complex systems. That way we can learn how to manage our own systems. For
example a colony of ants uses a top down feedback where each ant on the bottom
only reacts to a few signals. Identifying abstractions in these systems is hard, but
is necessary in order to achieve simplicity on the lower levels.

The Hive is a project influenced by a beehive, where there are workers
completing simple tasks and contributing to a whole complex system. A master
slave architecture has been developed in relation to a queen bee that would
produce worker bees. A master slave architecture is a model of communication
where a master has control over one or more slaves. The designing principle of
the Hive is managing processing power in a more efficient way. Instead of using
virtual machines in a distributed system, it makes use of unikernels. A unikernel
[7] is a specialized machine image which can be deployed to a base system as
well as the cloud. This architecture takes advantage of unikernels ability to be
idle and utilize CPU resources only when they are needed. In order to make this
project feasible, a master node has to handle numerous workers. The workers
run in unikernels and will be deploying and finishing by the thousands. A single
master node will not be able to serve all workers, which makes the ability to scale
according to demand a key feature.

There are still problems to consider because the centralized architecture has
no way of creating more than one master node. If we have a cluster of workers
around Europe, you might get along just fine with one centralized master. The
problem arises when the number of workers grows to a certain level and creates
too much traffic for the master node. Another problem arises when clients connect
from far away. This causes latency as packets need to travel great distances in
order to reach the master node. A master node in Europe will not be able to serve
workers on another continent as the network latency will affect the connection.
A synchronized database is needed in order to accommodate multiple masters
to keep track of workers, clients, and jobs also solving the problem of persistent
storage.

Being able to control where we want to process data have multiple benefits,
one of them is the ability to distribute resources to make a greener data center. A
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green data center is a collection of computer resources where all electrical systems
are designed to be energy efficient with minimal environmental impact [8]. They
run on renewable energy such as wind, solar, hydropower, and biomass, but these
energy sources, are not always available. If we follow the sun we could guarantee
green energy. The Hive project aims to make such a system possible.

The Hive is currently able to process data with the use of global variables
to store information. It is not scalable, robust, or persistent. In this thesis, we
addressed the issue of scale and redundancy. We investigated and developed a
dynamic task scheduler cluster with persistent storage and the ability to scale in
order to achieve a robust big data processing cluster. The task scheduler keep track
of tasks, jobs, and store the information in a database. In a big data processing
cluster, which is a group of machines that are specifically tasked with processing
big data, we will implement hyperscaling of master nodes. Investigate refers
to analyzing how the solution proposed in this thesis compares up against the
previous version of the Hive.

In this thesis, we will first go through relevant background material in chapter
2, discuss some related work in chapter 3, and present our contribution in chapter
4. In chapter 5 we illustrate scalability, robustness, and performance of the system
by running a set of experiments and analyzing the results. Chapter 6 gives a short
summary of the thesis, and the source code is available in the Appendix.
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Chapter 2

Background

In order to develop a robust and persistent master node, a good understanding
of the underlying technologies is required. We will discuss hardware abstraction,
big data processing in cloud computing, persistent storage, and other technologies
used to create persistent job control services.

2.1 Hardware abstraction

A computer is an electronic device that performs a predefined task and consists
of different hardware components such as a processor and memory. An operating
system (OS) is system software that manages computer hardware and software
resources and provides common services for computer programs. Hardware
abstractions are sets of routines in software that emulate some platform specific
details, giving programs direct access to the hardware resources. Different
approaches to hardware abstraction have been developed, among them are virtual
machines, containers, and unikernels. These offer further abstraction and allow for
multiple operating systems to be installed on the same server. A virtual machine
offers a general purpose approach where all functionality of a physical computer
is present. Unikernels are more specialized, only offering specific functionality,
whereas containers are more general purpose. Figure 2.1 is a visual representation
of an operating system running on a physical computer.

Virtualization

Virtualization is the act of creating a virtual version of something, where the goal
is to divide the system’s resources between different applications. Virtualization
reduces the number of physical servers, reducing the energy required to power
and cool them. A virtual machine emulates the hardware of a physical computer
and allows for an operating system to be installed, which grants the same
functionality of a regular operating system running on a physical machine [9, 10].
Adding a software layer on top of the main operating system called a virtual
machine manager (VMM) allow multiple operating systems to run on a single
system.

A hypervisor or VMM is the layer of software that creates and runs virtual
machines. The hypervisor monitors and maintain control of the hardware
resources. Different models of virtualization have been developed since its start in
1960s [11]. In order to control hardware resources, the hypervisor intercepts and
redirects operating system calls. These calls are made in a low level environment
between the hardware and the operating system. A VMM allows for transparency
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Figure 2.1: Visual representation of an operating system on a physical computer.

of access and isolation of low level resources, which makes VMMs excellent as a
security system.

There are two types of hypervisors. Type 1 hypervisors are essentially a special-
purpose operating system designed specifically to virtualize other operating
systems. They deal directly with the hardware and have their own device drivers.
These are also called bare metal or host hypervisors. The hypervisor is small
as its main task is sharing and managing hardware resources between different
operating systems. A major advantage is that any problems in one virtual machine
or guest operating system does not affect other guest operating systems running
on the same hypervisor. Type 2 hypervisors run on top of a conventional operating
system and work through the host operating systems existing device drivers to
access the hardware on behalf of the guest operating system. The extra overhead
affects performance. Type 2 hypervisors are installed on the host operating
system supporting other operating systems above it. A problem with this type
of hypervisor is that any problem in the base operating system affects the entire
system. Figure 2.2 shows a visual representation of a hosted and a native virtual
machine.

Container

Containers also provide a way to isolate applications and provide a virtual
platform for applications to run on. Containers further improve the scalability of
virtualization by allowing more containers in the environment without the need
for more servers and they are fast to deploy. Docker1 is an example of such a
container platform provider [12]. It is a lightweight solution where containers can
be deployed straight from the host operating system. The containers are designed
to make it easier to create, deploy and run applications in environments that can
be specified to fit the need. If you have Docker on two different machines the
same container can be used in both environments. It is not specific to one type of
machine because libraries and packages are installed directly in the container. This
is an advantage as we can be sure that the container will work on other hosts as
well as the one you are developing on.

1Available here: https://www.docker.com/
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Figure 2.2: Visual representation of a hosted and a native virtual machine.

Docker offers cluster management features with swarm mode2. A swarm is a
cluster of nodes that are used to deploy services. Docker provides an API which
includes commands to manage the swarm. Both load balancing and fault tolerance
are built in functions in Docker Swarm.

Unikernel

As stated above, a unikernel is a specialized machine image and are ultra
lightweight and cost even less than containers to deploy. It is a type of library
operating system meaning that it provides functionality of a general purpose
operating system in libraries and is combined with the application. By merging
the operating system and application into one image you get a fast, secure and
small system. Only the functionality that the application needs is included. Rather
than updating existing systems, an immutable infrastructure is enforced where
you throw away outdated systems and deploy new ones. IncludeOS [13] is a
minimal unikernel operating system. Figure 2.3 shows a visual representation of a
virtual machine, a container, and a unikernel.

Comparison

As described above, there are different ways of doing virtualization. Containers
are lightweight operating system virtualizations that groups certain processes
and resources from the host and other containers. They share the system kernel
and may share other libraries. The main benefits of running containers are the
fast deployment times and the portability. Containers can easily be moved to a
different system and still run without any problems, but the technology suffers
from security issues. A virtual machine provides hardware isolation from the other
systems, while containers share them. This may not be a security risk but rather
changes the security perspective. Isolating resources generally improves security.
Unikernels, on the other hand, combines application and operating system and
is launched in a single address space making them fast and secure. They only

2Available here: https://docs.docker.com/engine/swarm/
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Figure 2.3: Visual representation of a virtual machine, a container, and a unikernel

contain the application and the operating system libraries required. As a result,
they offer no flexibility but are extremely efficient. Most operating systems can
run simple commands such as ls to list files in a directory. Even ls comes in a set of
libraries and will not be able to run in a specialized unikernel system. Containers
are more flexible but contain libraries you may not need, which increases the
size of the system. Virtual machines emulate physical hardware and offer great
flexibility. Any operating system can be installed and are generally multipurpose.
Lastly, physical computers offer the most flexibility. There are no constraints,
but the budget. Having physical computers requires a lot of infrastructure and
maintenance. They are therefore not efficient if the resources are not in use.

2.2 Big data

Big data is a term used for large and complex data sets that are too demanding for
traditional data processing systems to handle. Analyzing big data can give benefits
e.g. showing trends and behavior not statistically significant in smaller sets.
Working with large scale raise difficulties regarding resources. It is not feasible
to process big data with a single server. Therefore multiple servers connected to
a shared file system work together to process the data. A corpus is a term used
for a large body of data. This will represent big data in this project. Processing
the corpus is achieved by splitting the corpus into a number of smaller sets called
shards. The shards are distributed among the cluster of servers. The result from
each server is sent to a manager which aggregates them to a single result. This
approach requires a lot of resources with a set number of servers. A drawback
of this design is that the servers use resources while idle. As a result, only big
companies can achieve this because of their large budgets. Figure 2.4 shows a
possible architecture where a big data set represented as a corpus is split up and
distributed among virtual machines in a big data processing cluster. The virtual
machines cooperate and utilize all their resources in order to process the data.
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Figure 2.4: The corpus is split up and processed in a big data processing cluster of
virtual machines.

Cloud computing

Cloud computing is the practice of using a network of remote servers hosted on the
Internet to store, manage, and process data, rather than a local server or a personal
computer. The idea of offering computation as a public utility has been around
since the 1960s [14]. In the early days, the world wide web was not developed
for the everyday man. As a result, the idea has only seen development for the
masses in the last 30 years. One of the first providers of applications over the
Internet was Amazon Web Services [15] in 2002. They provided cloud based
storage and computation in exchange for a fee. This was the first steps towards
Amazon EC2 which is the service in which companies can rent servers and run
their own applications. Amazons leading role in cloud computing has led to other
companies such as Google [16] to develop their own cloud platforms.

One of the benefits of using the cloud is that it eliminates the cost of buying
hardware and software for setting up an infrastructure on site. With a cloud, we
pay for what we use and the services provide computing power on demand. This
gives the end users a lot of flexibility if capacity is too low or too high. The cloud
also has the functionality to scale dynamically. This is useful for peaks in traffic
to the service or location based traffic. If one area has a lot of traffic around 12
am the cloud allows us to scale accordingly to ensure fast response times and high
stability. Moving to the cloud we eliminate a lot of IT management tasks such
as patching updates to the servers and monitoring the hardware. These tasks are
moved to the server parks managed by the cloud distributor. The resources spent
on this expense can now be used to achieve more important business goals. The
hardware made available with the cloud is usually updated and efficient. Though
it is abstracted away with the use of virtual machines, it brings fast and reliable
computing power. Cloud providers have several server parks and important data
files can be backed up on several sites granting easy backup solutions, making the
cloud a reliable service.
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Figure 2.5: Distributed systems communicate over the network and allow multiple
systems to cooperate in solving a task.

Grid computing

Distributed systems communicate over the network and allow multiple systems
to cooperate in solving a task, shown in figure 2.5. Grid computing is a
distributed system where a large number of computers work together to solve
a complex problem [17]. It is called grid computing as it delivers the same kind
of abstraction as a power grid. You connect to the grid and get access to all the
resources without the understanding of underlying architecture and hardware.
This type of technology allows all computers on the network to work together
and function as a supercomputer. Depending on the scale of the grid, it can
even outperform supercomputers. The architecture is designed to work on several
smaller problems, but also manage problems that require a lot of resources.

The NorduGrid [18] is the pioneering grid project in Scandinavia. The purpose
of the project is to create a grid computing infrastructure in Nordic countries. The
grid is developed and offered to scientists in all Nordic countries to have access
to resources they otherwise would not be able to obtain on a national level. The
e-Science infrastructure in the Nordic countries and is maintained by Nordic e-
Infrastructure Collaboration, NeIC 3. The grid delivers computing power and data
storage for scientific purposes. The goal is to allow researchers to further extend
their scope and size of solvable computational problems. This collaboration is
a good example of possibilities that grid computing open. Ideally, we would
see that all computers and electronic devices could connect to a grid and offer
computational power. There are thousands, if not millions, of idling electronic
devices. If they all join a common grid the possibilities would be endless. Though
this sounds good on paper there are many obstacles to address. One of them being
security. The joint Nordic collaboration offers their grid in a strict and isolated
environment. Otherwise, the resources might get into the hands of people with
bad intentions.

As stated above, the purpose of these government institutions is to cooperate
with other nations to create a larger set of resources available for a nation’s
scientists. The resources are delivered through a grid computing middleware

3Available at: https://www.nordforsk.org/en/programmes-and-projects/programmes/
the-nordic-e-infrastructure-collaboration
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Figure 2.6: Example of a MapReduce execution to solve a problem of counting
occurrences of letters.

opening the scope for computational possibilities. NeIC has been used to provide
computing and storage for the large hadron collider at CERN.

OpenStack

OpenStack is a set of software tools for building and managing cloud computing
platforms for public and private clouds. It allows users to deploy virtual machines
and other instances for managing a cloud environment. OpenStack is scalable as
demanding tasks can serve more users by deploying more instances. It can also
terminate instances if traffic slows down.

MapReduce

MapReduce [19] is a programming model and an associated implementation
for processing and generating big data sets. The technology offers automatic
parallelization and distribution of large-scale computations. By abstracting away
the underlying architecture and standardizing the input language, MapReduce
creates a simple and powerful interface for users to compute large amounts of raw
data. Previous methods required a system to be implemented for each specific use
case. MapReduce is a standardized model to compute data.

MapReduce performs two steps. Take a set of input data and convert to a set
of output data consisting of key-value pairs. This is called mapping, the process of
creating data element mapping between two distinct data models. The other task
is to take the mapped data and combine to create a result. This is called reduction.
MapReduce is not a new idea and has been executed for a long time.

In a cluster of nodes, the first step is to assign a master node. The master node
assigns jobs to the remaining worker nodes of the cluster. They are either assigned
to mapping or reducing. The mapping nodes retrieve a piece of the input data
and perform the mapping. The output is stored locally. Worker nodes collect this
data and perform the reducing. The data is grouped together and reduced in a
sorted list. When all workers are finished, the product from each reduce worker is
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returned to the user. The master node keeps track of worker status. For each map
and reduce task it stores state and worker identity. An example of a MapReduce
execution to solve a problem of counting occurrences of letters is shown in figure
2.6.

MapReduce is capable of running on thousands of machines. In order to
deliver a consistent and reliable service running on unreliable machines, fault
tolerance is key. The master node sends out keep-alive messages to all workers to
check if someone has failed. If no response is given within a time limit, the worker
is deemed down. The task given to the worker is reset to its initial state. The task
can then be scheduled to another waiting worker. In the end, the model makes
it easy to parallelize and distribute computations and make them fault tolerant.
It reduces the amount of network traffic by utilizing local disks and reduces the
impact of slow machines by allowing redundant execution. These are all key
features in a large scale indexing model.

Hadoop

The Hadoop4 is an implementation of MapReduce. It is designed to store large
data sets and stream the data to user applications. Hadoop consist of two
elements: MapReduce and the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [20].
The implementation forms a single unit where host storage and execution of
application tasks is offered.

Hadoop is usually deployed to a cluster of servers. HDFS is a file system used
to store data. Even though the disks are distributed among multiple servers, it acts
as a single file system. Abstracting underlying server architecture allows users of
Hadoop to focus on the task they try to achieve rather than system operations of
hardware. HDFS is able to scale computation capacity, storage capacity, and IO
bandwidth.

HDFS works by splitting up files into smaller sets of data. The sets are
replicated on each server which grants reliability. The goal is to deliver reliable
data storage on unreliable systems. A master slave architecture is used where node
failures do not affect the quality of service because of redundancy. A dedicated
server called the NameNode is responsible for storing metadata. The metadata is
a set of data that describes and gives information about other data. In Hadoop, the
other data is application data which is stored in DataNodes. The NameNode holds
information about what fileblocks of data is stored on what DataNodes. In order to
make data durable, it is replicated on multiple DataNodes. This makes it possible
to locate nodes closer to the client and thereby reducing network traffic. When a
client requests a specific file he will first contact the NameNode. The NameNode
identifies where the file is stored and forwards the request to the closest DataNode.

MapReduce processing in Hadoop is handled by the JobTracker and
TaskTracker. Available resources are maintained by the JobTracker. When new
requests come in the jobs are scheduled and deployed. The TaskTracker keeps
track of the progress of tasks. As with data distribution, processing also happens
in a master slave architecture. The JobTracker runs on a master node as it coordin-
ates execution of all MapReduce processes in the cluster. TaskTracker is run on
every slave node which has a service to tie the TaskTracker and DataNode together
which enables Hadoop to be a distributed system.

4Available here: http://hadoop.apache.org/
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Figure 2.7: Visualization of proposed master slave relation in a centralized
management system.

The Hive

The Hive is a project where we handle big data in distributed systems. By splitting
the corpus into a set of smaller shards and processing them using unikernels, we
get a more agile architecture. The system will follow a centralized management
architecture where a master node will manage and issue tasks to slave nodes,
shown in Figure masterslave. Once the relationship between master and slave
nodes has been established the control will be unidirectional.

As described in section 2.1, unikernels are small and make the shard a part
of themselves shown in Figure 2.9. There is also no CPU consumption when
idle, which means that resource utilization is high. The unikernels referred to as
workers, are called bees and are controlled by a task tracker called the Queen. The
Queen receives a query to process data and distributes it among her workers. Since
the workers do not depend on a hard disk they only exist in memory. A benefit
of this is that they can move from one cloud to another, shown in Figure 2.8. This
will allow us to change the location of our big data processing cluster during load.
Since we are not restricted to compute on a single data centers we are able to be
pickier in where we want to process the data. For instance, if we want to process
data using green data centers which produce power from solar panels, we are able
to follow the sun and move the workforce if the climate changes.
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Figure 2.8: Visualization of proposed big data structure where the corpus is split
up into smaller shards and distributed among workers called bees. The bees are
able to migrate across clouds as they only exist in RAM.

Figure 2.9: Unikernels compile the runtime operating system from libraries that
are linked together with the microservice software.

2.3 Saved state

In a resilient system we want to be able to recover from system crashes or
shutdowns. This means that the state of the system has to be saved and recoverable
at a later point. The saved state is a set of variables, which in a computer program
is a storage location associated with a name. There are various kinds of variables
including global variables which are visible throughout the program and has a
lifetime equal to the runtime. A stateful program remembers previous actions
and events and the information is called the state of the system. A drawback of
using global variables is that a change of state affect all parts of the program where
the variable is used. Therefore, precautions have to be made when using such
variables and it is generally considered bad practice because of this. Alternative
approaches to stateful programs have been made, databases being one of them.

A database is used to store large amounts of data [21]. When you register on a
website you usually type in a username, password, and email interacting with the
front end of the website. This information is stored in a back end database in order
to remember your credentials. A database management system controls access to
the data and it provides functionality to execute queries and retrieve information.
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The database can be a folder structure, CSV file, or a more complex data structure
like an SQL server, etc.

A relational database is a collection of tables, queries, and other elements.
The data is stored in tables and rows and is based on relational algebra, such as
select and join. Relational databases generally use SQL [22] and are structured
and appropriate for the management of multiple transactions. The architecture
allows linking information from different tables through indexes, which makes it
possible to perform complex queries. When combining multiple tables problems
of atomicity arises. We have to avoid duplicated names and set primary keys to be
unlike any others.

A non-relational database is any database that does not follow the relational
database model described above. They may represent data in JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON) documents which is an open-standard file format that uses text
to transmit data objects. This kind of file type is easily readable by humans.
Relational databases require primary keys in order to minimize mismatches. If
we are working with big data this process may not be feasible. Explicit data
requires expertise and the probability of errors is high. The need for structured
data mechanisms to link data from different tables is not needed in non-relational
databases as they do not allow joins. Multiple queries would need to be added
manually.

Redis

Redis (REmote DIctionary Server) [23] is a type of non-relational database and
serves as an in-memory key-value database that supports various simple data
structures. Running in memory results in fast read and write operations, but is
limited to the available RAM resources. Redis can also perform disk persistence
like traditional databases which store data on disk. Disk lookups are usually
slower than in memory lookups but come at a cheaper cost per byte of storage.
As a result, Redis can support more operations and have faster response times. A
benefit of storing data persistently is that data will be available after a shutdown of
the database. In a production environment, persistent data is definitely preferable
over in memory storage.

Cache is a hardware or software component that stores data in fast memory so
future requests for that data can be served faster. The data stored in a cache might
be the result of an earlier computation or the duplicate of data stored elsewhere.
Redis is a good fit for serving as a cache because of its performance. Implementing
Redis into a website would require only a single fetching of data and save it
to memory. The impact will not become visible until a certain point where the
number of users would cause disk lookups to become very expensive.

Redis supports replication over multiple servers. This is useful if a Redis server
disconnects as replication over the entire system architecture will ensure a better
quality of service. The architecture of a Redis cluster with replication consists of
a master controlling a set of slaves. The slaves act as copies of the master and
synchronize regularly. Since Redis supports a clustered topology it is easy to scale
up if we need more servers. Redis is aimed to be as simple and fast as possible and
accepts various data structures.

There are multiple data types used to store values associated with keys. In
order to convert an existing data structure, we need to get a deeper understanding
of what native types are available in Redis.
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Strings

Redis is a data structure server storing key-values of strings and other more
complex data structures. The database focuses on readability where keys are not
limited to a set size, though it is not recommended to use large keys. Strings are
the most simple type in Redis and can be used as keys. If the value we associate
with the string key is a string as well, we are mapping a string to another string.
The following example sets a string variable in Redis to the value of "somevalue".

1 > set mykey somevalue
2 OK
3 > get mykey
4 "somevalue"

SET and GET are the commands used with set and retrieve string values
associated to a key. Redis is designed to be as easy as possible and allows values
to be set to almost anything with a limited size of 512 MB. Though strings are the
basic values in Redis we are still able to perform actions as they were integers for
example. This is illustrated in the following example.

1 > set counter 1
2 OK
3 > incr counter
4 (integer) 2
5 > incr counter
6 (integer) 3

The INCR command starts off by parsing the string to an integer before
performing the incrimination. The new value is set to replace the old value. There
are multiple versions of commands such as INCR, but the internal functionality
remains the same. The INCR command is an atomic operation, meaning that
if multiple clients want to increment the same value a race condition will never
occur. A race condition is the behavior of a software or another system where
the output is dependent on the sequence or timing of other uncontrollable events.
What this means is that if two clients read the counter with a value of 1 and
increment the value it will be set to 3 and not 2.

Lists

Lists in Python and Redis are different things. In Python lists are arrays, whilst in
Redis lists are linked lists. Linked lists are linear data structures where elements
are not stored in a set memory position and the elements are linked using pointers.

head null1 3 5

Figure 2.10: Linked list architecture. Each cell has a value and a pointer to the next
cell.

A Redis list is a sequence of ordered elements. Adding elements is done by
issuing LPUSH or LAPPEND which either inserts an element in the front or back
of a list. When inserting new elements we are only interacting with a single
element. List additions are therefore a cheap procedure in terms of time. The
simple list structure does come with some shortcomings. With an array, we can
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usually inspect each element based off an index or loop through the entire set,
whereas linked lists require running through the entire list in order to get to the
desired value. Redis makes use of linked lists because of the ability to cheaply add
new elements to long lists. If we want to access elements in the middle of lists
we usually use another data structure called sorted sets. The following example
shows how to create a list in Redis and populate it with three letters.

1 > rpush mylist a b c
2 (integer) 3
3 > lrange mylist 0 -1
4 1) "a"
5 2) "b"
6 3) "c"
7 > rpop mylist
8 "c"
9 > rpop mylist

10 "b"
11 > rpop mylist
12 "a"

Here we can see that linked lists works just like stacks. In order to fetch an
element, we perform the rpop command which pops the top element from the
stack. Lists have been used to store simple structures in Queenbee.py.

Hashes

Hashes are used to represent objects in Redis. Hashes map string names to string
values and act as containers of fields. We define a hash and set fields-value pairs
associated with the hash. Hashes are implemented as dictionaries and support
various commands such as SET, GET and EXIST. In the example shown below, we
use hmset to create a hash map and hget to fetch a single element.

1 > hmset user:1000 username antirez birthyear 1977 verified 1
2 OK
3 > hget user:1000 username
4 "antirez"
5 > hget user:1000 birthyear
6 "1977"
7 > hgetall user:1000
8 1) "username"
9 2) "antirez"

10 3) "birthyear"
11 4) "1977"
12 5) "verified"
13 6) "1"

Sets

While lists are ordered collections of elements sets are unordered collections of
elements. Sets are good if we have a collection of items and want to check the
size or existence of the collection. Sets support more complex operations than lists
and are useful if we want to perform computation on sets. To add new elements
we issue SADD and to list members SMEMBERS. Elements in a set cannot be
duplicated. In the following example, we create a list consisting of three letters
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listing them with the commands SMEMBERS. We can see that the letters are not
sorted in the same order as they were inserted in.

1 > sadd mylist a b c
2 (integer) 3
3 > smembers myset
4 1. c
5 2. a
6 3. b

Sorted sets

Sorted sets are a combination of both hashes and sets and maintain ordered
elements. Sorted sets allow us to track top values of the sets. Sorted sets can
be used to describe relations They are associated with a floating point value called
a score. In the example below, we create a hashmap called "inventors" and insert
three historically famous inventors. They are inserted with a score based on their
birthdate and a string value for their name. When we list the hashmap it is sorted
based on the score given to each element.

1 > zadd inventors 1452 "Leonardo Da Vinci"
2 (integer) 1
3 > zadd inventors 1856 "Nikola Tesla"
4 (integer) 1
5 > zadd inventors 1736 "James Watt"
6 (integer) 1
7 > zrange inventors 0 -1
8 1) "Leonardo Da Vinci"
9 2) "James Watt"

10 3) "Nikola Tesla"

Alternative database

Non relational or NoSQL databases were created as an alternative to relational
databases. Unlike relational databases, NoSQL databases do not require a
certain schema and are therefore very flexible. This allows developers to start
implementing the database right away rather than having to change their existing
data structure.

There are different types of NoSQL databases which store their data in different
structures. As mentioned earlier, Redis is a key-value based data store, which
offers fast queries because of its simple model. Another NoSQL database type is
document stores like MongoDB5 which use JSON, XML or BSON documents to
store data. Since the data structure used in the Hive is already in a JSON format it
would be fast and simple to implement MongoDB as a persistent database.

The following example shows a simple MongoDB document where we store
information about Alan Truing. Like all MongoDB documents, the object is
identified by an _id.

1 var mydoc = {
2 _id: ObjectId("5099803df3f4948bd2f98391"),
3 name: { first: "Alan", last: "Turing" },
4 birth: new Date('Jun 23, 1912'),

5Available here: https://www.mongodb.com/
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5 death: new Date('Jun 07, 1954'),
6 contribs: [ "Turing machine", "Turing test", "Turingery" ],
7 views : NumberLong(1250000)
8 }

’name’ is an attribute which consists of a first- and lastname. Attributes which
contains other attributes is called an embedded document. MongoDB allows more
data types compared to Redis, such as Number, Date, Array, etc. which is why
one of the biggest advantages of using MongoDB is flexibility and ease of use.
MongoDB is a good candidate alongside Redis but falls short when comparing
performance on a large scale [24].

2.4 Technologies

We have used different technologies in order to achieve a robust and scalable
service. We will discuss performance testing, which includes handling different
load and shutdowns, load balancing, to create a more robust system, and chaos
engineering, which is an interesting topic in regards to a resilient architecture. We
will also discuss different tools used in project management of the Hive.

2.5 Service discovery

Service discovery is the process of detecting services and devices on a network.
When we create a Docker Service, we are able to connect to all other containers
across the same shared network. Another approach would be a third party
software like Consul6 which is a tool used to discover and configure services. With
the use of service discovery, we are able to recognize which services are available
on other servers. Clients in a network use this to discover providers of a given
service such as MySQL. By using DNS or HTTP, applications can find the services
they depend on. Some service discovery tools provides health checking which can
be configured to a specific service or a local host. The information can be used
to monitor the cluster health and discover if some services are offline in order to
route traffic away from unhealthy hosts.

Testing

Performance testing is used to simulate a production-like environment with high
load. The goal is to identify bottlenecks and other problems in testing rather
than in production. Executing thorough performance testing is vital to delivering
a robust and reliable service. We implemented test environments inspired
by chaos engineering [25] where we simulate a harsh production environment
with disconnects and shutdowns. The shutdowns affected both the Queens
and the database. In order to deliver the best quality of service, we should
strive for redundant load balancers, Queens, and databases. We have also
implemented environments to test the functionality of the source code and see
if the implementation of a persistent storage has been successful. There have
also been thorough testing of scalability of master nodes, worker nodes, and the
number of clients. Engineering a solution able to cope with these issues will ensure
a better quality of service.

6Available here: https://www.consul.io/
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Load Balancer

A web server infrastructure can be implemented in many different ways. With no
load balancing the connection flow chart would be as in Figure 2.11. If the web
server crashes, the service is down and the user cannot get data from the database.
If a web server is configured to handle a hundred requests, but suddenly traffic
increases and thousands of users are using your service, the sudden surge in users
will cause performance loss of the web servers ability to serve clients. So called
DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) attacks use a large number of clients who
connect to a server at the same time. The sudden surge in traffic cause latencies for
all clients wanting to be served by the service.

Web server clusterInternetClient
Database server

Figure 2.11: A web server infrastructure with no load balancing. This architecture
is very susceptible to denial of service attacks as there is no redundant

In order to combat these issues, a load balancer may be used. This way we
have a backup if a web server goes down, as it allows for distribution of traffic to
other web servers. Adding more web servers is one way of doing load balancing.
The user connects to the load balancer and the load balancer chooses which web
server the user connects to based on load and health of servers. This solution still
has some problems, where all users connect to a single point in the infrastructure.
This causes a bottleneck and if the load balancer goes down, the service goes down.
The flowchart of a web server infrastructure with load balancing on the transport
layer is shown in Figure 2.12.

Web server cluster

Load balancerClient
Database server

Figure 2.12: A web server infrastructure with load balancing on the transport
layer. With redundant web servers we are able to serve more clients and with
an established infrastructure, we are able to scale easily.

By adding multiple load balancers the bottleneck is removed. Clients connect
to a single address which is connected to multiple points of entry in the cluster.
The user is redirected by a load balancer, which forwards the request to a web
server based on load. This implementation creates a flow chart shown in Figure
2.13. This scenario provides higher availability to the users with even fewer single
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points of failure, except querying from a single database server and the redirect
gateway. Higher availability is achieved with redundancy throughout the entire
cluster, including the database and the redirect network controller.

Web server clusterLoad balancer cluster

Client 1

Database server

Client 2

Redirect

Figure 2.13: A web server infrastructure with load balancing. With multiple load
balancers the service is even more robust as we have a backup load balancer in
case one shuts down. As before, with the architecture in place it becomes easy to
scale according to demand. The database server is still a single point of failure, but
can be addressed like the other elements in the architecture.

Many load balancers make use of round-robin as a scheduling algorithm.
The algorithm chooses a server sequentially in a list and forwards the incoming
connection to the server. Once it reaches the end of the list, it starts over again.
Figure 2.14 shows an example of a load balancer executing the round robin
algorithm to distribute clients among two servers. Client 1 and 3 are served by
the same server, while client number 2 and 4 are served by the other one.

Load balancer

Clients

Servers
1

2

3

4

1, 3

2, 4

Figure 2.14: Example of a load balancer executing the round robin algorithm to
distribute clients among two servers. Client 1 and 3 is served by the same server,
while client number 2 and 4 are served by the other one.
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Chaos engineering

Netflix7 is an entertainment company which provides streaming media. Deliver-
ing video streams to millions of users worldwide sets huge requirements for infra-
structure. Both high capacity and a steady connection are vital to delivering video
without interruptions. As video streaming becomes more available and with bet-
ter quality, the expectations of users raise. In order to ensure robustness in such a
large scale infrastructure, Netflix has developed a tool to test their service called
Chaos Monkey [26]. Chaos Monkey randomly selects servers and shuts them off
continuously, this way the engineers have to take into account that a server can
go down at any time. This is used to simulate various system failures in order to
better cope with potential problems. Regardless of the field within IT, the ability
of a software to handle failures is key to ensure the quality of service. Especially
streaming of video suffers if the connection is broken and users will not tolerate
outages in their watching experience. Striving towards a better quality of service,
Netflix developed Chaos Monkey to turn robustness and quality of service a vital
and mandatory part of their development. The push for robustness has caused the
infrastructure to be redundant and perform automated behavior once a server dis-
connects. With this kind of architecture, Netflix can ensure that a possible outage
will typically not noticeably affect end users. The name is described in the book
"Chaos Monkeys" [27]:

"Imagine a monkey entering a "data center", these "farms" of servers that
host all the critical functions of our online activities. The monkey randomly
rips cables, destroys devices and returns everything that passes by the hand.
The challenge for IT managers is to design the information system they are
responsible for so that it can work despite these monkeys, which no one ever
knows when they arrive and what they will destroy."

The Chaos Monkey tool is part of a large suite of tools developed by Netflix
to test robustness, scalability, and redundancy. There are also tools to simulate
outages and packet drops in the network, monitoring tools to locate unhealthy
hosts and others for resource cleanup. They all aim to create a healthy and robust
service. The tools are based on chaos engineering [25] which is the discipline
of experimenting with distributed systems to handle outages and generally bad
production environment. By simulating outages in controlled environments allow
engineers to prep their systems for real outages.

Source control

Version control is used to manage changes to files and keep a history of different
versions. Changes are identified by an ID, which makes it easy to backpedal if a
feature was unsuccessful. We will use Github as a version control platform for the
entire Hive project. Since we are multiple developers working on the same project,
it is necessary with revision control in order to manage changes and to separate
what has been developed by whom. The latest version is always available in the
online repository, and developers are not Dependant on each other to get the latest
code version.

7Available here: https://www.netflix.com/
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Project management

Trello is a project management application used to develop kanban boars. Kanban
is a scheduling system for developers and other manufacturers used to improve
efficiency. The board was used by all members of this thesis and created to keep
track of tasks. With the use of a project management application, we were able to
organize and plan the approach for the thesis.

Programming language

Python is programming language used throughout the project and will be used in
this thesis as well. Python is a high-level object oriented programming language
used for general-purpose programming. High-level languages are not as efficient
and specialized as low-level languages as C or assembly, but grant the developers
rapid development. Python is easily readable and focuses on giving programmers
the ability to express concepts in few lines of code.

Python distributes several versions and in this project, we have used Python
2.7. Generally, we want to use Python 3, but as the project had already been
developed in 2.7 we continued in the same version.

Testing framework

In order to verify that new functionality has been implemented correctly an
important step in developing any system is to test the code. There are various
methods of testing both autonomously and manually. System testing is the
process of checking that the end to end flow of the application is up and running.
Integration testing is to test several units in the program together, this way we test
dependencies throughout the system. Regression testing is the process of running
previous successful tests after new functionality has been implemented to ensure
that the changes did not affect ant tests already tested. We continuously performed
regression testing as we developed.
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Chapter 3

Related Work

The growth of big data generated through cloud computing has spurred the
thought of power consumption and green energy. Different approaches have
been proposed, each with their advantages and disadvantages. The approach we
propose in the Hive project focus on agile unikernels with a low footprint. Others
have explored problems associated with big data processing on a large scale and
addressed issues with availability, security, etc.

Hadoop is a widely used implementation of MapReduce but does not offer
storage of semi-structured data. In a section below we introduce an article where
researchers have explored performance metrics from using Hadoop with a NoSQL
database instead of the HDFS.

3.1 Cloud computing and big data processing

Addressing big data is challenging and time consuming, Hashem et al. [28] discuss
challenges of research within the field of big data processing, big data storage, and
Hadoop, with focus on scalability, availability, and other factors related to varying
load and data integrity.

More and more enterprises are adopting cloud computing architecture for its
benefits in handling scale, abstracting hardware, and ease of management. This
has given an increase of data generated by such applications which previously
did not use cloud computing. Though there are many benefits of converting from
traditional systems to cloud computing, there are some issues that are still to be
solved.

An important part of a cloud computing architecture is the distributed data
storage systems which handle data storage of multiple hosts. The distributed
data storage systems are not fit to run as a relational database management
systems [29](RDBMS) since big data are often unstructured whereas relational
databases require atomicity and strict data structure, which is why databases
that can handle unstructured data structures, like NoSQL, has seen a rise in
popularity. The advantages of using key value stores like Redis includes scaling to
accommodate large data structures without any limitations other than resources
available. RDBMS offer faster data access and processing but require structured
data which is not fit for large scale unstructured big data produced by many
applications today.

Cloud computing environments often serve a large number of users, which
raises the concern of availability and quality of data. There are many mobile
applications who has implemented a cloud computing architecture to serve their
users who in turn use various devices which generate different log data. We want
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to offer real time data access while still maintaining data integrity, which is usually
achieved by encrypting the databases. These issues are causing trouble for each
other as encrypting the data slows down real time access as we have to encrypt
and decrypt data for each query. The line for how secure the data has to be is
still not determined, as we want to delegate as much resources to processing as
possible to be able to serve real time processing. A way of verifying data sources
is to compare it to existing data if the new source is consistent with existing data
sources it is considered of high quality.

The integrity of data in a database is determined by the amount of unauthor-
ized clients with access to the data. To offer full data integrity a database should
only allow authorized clients to modify the data. Since cloud computing offer
users to store data on data centers without necessarily knowing the location, it is
important for users to check whether the data is maintained and not shared across
other clients.

Solutions addressing these problems have been implemented with advantages
and disadvantages for each application. There are still problems that remain
undressed as processing and storing big data in cloud computing environments
is a complex and hard task to achieve. One of these problems is how to handle
large amounts of heterogeneous data from different sources in an unstructured
format.

3.2 Hadoop with MongoDB

We have discussed different use cases for MapReduce and Hadoop in chapter 2.2
where resources are used collectively to process big data. SQL databases enable
data analyzing and visualization which can help reveal important information in
your data sets. To utilize SQL databases we need structured data sets and strict
atomicity, which is not always achievable with big data as it is usually semi-
structured. The need for data analysis of semi-structured data has led to the
creation of NoSQL, which would be useful alongside MapReduce to process the
data.

Hadoop is an implementation of MapReduce and provides analysis, pro-
cessing, and storage of big data. Hadoop uses HDFS which is a file system and
not a database for storing a large number of data sets in clustered systems. Mon-
goDB, which is a NoSQL data storage database, is used by many scientific facilities
for its ease of use and flexibility. We do not know of much research on how these
technologies can be used together, but the performance trade-offs, scalability and
resilience of using Hadoop with MongoDB has been explored by Dede et al. [30].
The goal of using Hadoop with a NoSQL database is to take an existing semi-
structured database and offer MapReduce operations without having to convert
to the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). Using MongoDB instead of HDFS
resulted in performance loss related to read and write operations to the database.
Since Hadoop has been created with HDFS alongside MapReduce it is expected
that the optimization is better for the native database as compared to an external
database such as MongoDB. The benefits of using MongoDB is that it fulfills the
need to analyze existing data with MapReduce and perform operations without
changing the existing data structure. With MongoDB the data nodes and compute
nodes are separate, which further increase the tolerance of node failures, which is
desirable in various environments including the scientific field.

HDFS is optimized for sequential reads and writes of data in large chunks,
while MongoDB is optimized for random and parallel queries to the data and
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due to global write locks of data to the database, the performance suffers. Both
HDFS and MongoDB provide reliability of data by replicating the database across
multiple nodes.

The use of MongoDB in Hadoop shows that it is well suited for analytics with
few read and write operations. The service suffers from the locking behavior of the
database as multiple processes cannot read and write to the database at the same
time. This issue arises as the HDFS system and MongoDB has internal design
differences, which makes the HDFS system faster while offering Hadoop as an
analytics platform.

All in all the idea of offering MapReduce as a Service to NoSQL databases is
interesting. Instead of spending time converting an unstructured data structure to
a structured one, we are able to analyze the existing data, with some performance
loss.
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Chapter 4

Persistent job control services

As stated earlier, this thesis is part of a project called "The Hive" which aims
to provide a new of processing big data. Instead of using a number of virtual
machines and distributing the workload among these, we have divided the
workload into smaller pieces and launch multiple unikernels to handle the load.
What this achieves is a large increase in efficiency as virtually no resources are
used when idle. Increased traffic is one of the remaining tasks within the project
since the Queenbee is not designed to scale. If we have a cluster of workers around
Europe, you might get along just fine with one centralized master. The problem
arises when the number grows to a certain level and create too much traffic for
one Queen. Another aspect to consider is latency caused by distance. A Queen
in Europe will not be able to serve workers in another continent without delays.
Saving the state of a Queen is not implemented either. In order to accommodate
multiple masters, they need a synchronized database to keep track of all the
workers.

The starting point for this project is that in the current state of Queenbee all lists
of workers, jobs, and users are stored locally. A consequence of shutting down the
Queenbee is therefore data loss. There is also no room for scaling the Queen as
that would mean each Queen is independent which means that no load balancing
can be implemented. In order to solve these problems, we have implemented a
database to store global data. With a shared database we can also create backups
and scale the Queen to handle more requests.

Converting the task tracker from using global variables to using a database
leads to a scalable, robust, and resilient system. The implementation is based
on existing work where communication with the task tracker is based on JSON
objects. All the existing functionality has been converted to using the database.

4.1 Dynamic scaling

Scalability [31] is the capability of a system, network, or process to handle a
growing amount of work. Measuring scalability indicates how efficient the
software is at running increasing numbers of parallel processes, hosts, or users.

On a large scale, there are two defined methods of scaling a service. Strong
scaling is the process of varying the number of processors while the problem size
stays the same. The idea is to split a big problem into smaller pieces to distribute
the workload, just as two heads are better than one. Too many processors, on
the other hand, will cause unnecessary overhead and management issues. Weak
scaling is where there is a fixed amount of computational work per processors as
the problem size increases.
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4.2 Redis

Keeping to the principle of this project in using fast and specialized systems, we
have used Redis as the chosen database. In order to develop the database, we have
been working closely with developing tools created for Redis. We have created
a proof of concept in that it is possible to use Redis for management of tasks,
workers, and reducers. This does not mean it is not possible to implement the
same solution in another database, but the benefits of Redis seemed a good fit for
this project.

Redis-cli

Redis-cli is the command line interface of Redis and is a simple program to interact
with a Redis database. In interactive mode, redis-cli works like a Read–Eval–Print
Loop (REPL) where commands issued by the user is sent to the Redis server,
processed, and replies are returned to the user and printed in the terminal. This
tool is useful for testing as it can be used in the database alongside the Queen to
help troubleshoot data structure errors and design choices. Familiarizing oneself
with redis-cli is essential to building a working database. It gives a great overview
of how Redis is designed and how to use it effectively. When Redis is running in
a Docker container we have to launch it before we can access the database. A ping
command can be used to check if the Redis database is responding is shown in the
following example.

1 docker exec
2

3 $ redis-cli
4 127.0.0.1:6379> ping
5 PONG

127.0.0.1:6379> is the prompt and shows what server we are connected to, in
this case, a Redis server running on the local host. Examples are given in the thesis
using the redis-cli.

JSON in Redis

This section builds on section 2.3 where we described native data structures in
Redis. To repeat, Redis can store four types of data structures. Strings which is
the base structure of all types. Lists which is a linked list of strings. Sets and
Hashes are implemented with hash tables and are used to store unordered data
collections and objects. Sorted sets are used to store ordered elements. A JSON
object is an object containing key-value pairs. Redis store objects in Hashes as flat
objects meaning that the object is represented in a string rather than an object. We
could store the JSON objects as flat objects as well, but this eliminates the biggest
advantage of JSON which is readability. Another drawback with JSON objects
in Hash tables is that the tables can’t be nested in Redis. Assume we have the
following JSON object.

1 house = {
2 walls: {
3 color: 'blue'
4 },
5 street: 'Kildeveien',
6 buildYear: '1971'
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7 };

An object can be stored in Redis as a string using SET house:1 "walls...".
Stringifying the objects poses little to no extra performance penalty and allows
nested objects to be stored. This approach works well, but a critical drawback is
that we cannot get a specific value in the object. We have to fetch the entire object
by issuing GET house:1, then parse the string and then get the preferred item. This
approach quickly becomes too time consuming with large objects.

Another way to store an object is in two separate hash tables. Hash tables in
Redis cannot be nested, so in order to store the object, we need to use two tables
where we store the nested object "walls" in a separate table. We want to keep the
existing data structure used in Queenbee.

JSON Path

JSON objects can consist of different keys, values, and nested objects. Therefore it
would be good to edit a specific set of values inside a JSON object without fetching
the entire object. In order to achieve this, we use JSON Path 1. In the following
example, we create a simple JSON object.

1 house = {
2 walls: {
3 color: 'blue'
4 },
5 street: 'Kildeveien',
6 buildYear: '1971'
7 };

The path to ’color’ would be:

.house.walls.color

ReJSON

As described above, Redis only has 4 native data types. In order to store JSON
objects, we need to use a module called ReJSON. ReJSON objects follow the same
structure as regular JSON objects and are defined by a unique id. The documents
are stored as binary data in a tree structure allowing fast access to sub-elements.
ReJSON allows us to use JSON path to access nested structures, even though Redis
does not natively support JSON objects as a type.

Redis in Python

In the following example we implement Redis in a Python program and set a value
’foo’ to be ’bar’. Running the program would result in a print of the ’foo’ variable.

1 import redis
2

3 r = redis.Redis(
4 host='127.0.0.1',
5 port=6379)
6

7 r.set('foo', 'bar')

1Available here: http://goessner.net/articles/JsonPath/
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8 value = r.get('foo')
9 print(value)

To implement Redis in our project we need to replace all set and get methods
which refers to the global variables. With the ReJSON module, we are able to store
complete JSON objects in the database.

1 import redis
2 import json
3

4 data = {
5 'foo': 'bar',
6 'ans': 42
7 }
8

9 r = redis.StrictRedis()
10 r.execute_command('JSON.SET', 'object', '.', json.dumps(data))
11 reply = json.loads(r.execute_command('JSON.GET', 'object'))
12

13 print reply

{u'foo': u'bar', u'ans': 42}

Starting Redis with this module is done by importing the module in the
configuration file.

loadmodule /path/to/module/rejson.so

To start the server with the edited configuration file we issue:

redis-server /usr/local/etc/redis.conf

4.3 Implementing Redis in Queenbee

As previously stated we are adding functionality to a project called the Hive. We
built upon an existing code base which has been documented in an earlier report
[32] and is written in Python. The lists and objects used in the project are built
based on the JSON format for its humanly readable data and ease of use. With
the use of ReJSON, we are able to implement the same data structure in a Redis
database. Some changes have been made due to Redis restrictions, but the overall
structure remains the same.

The Redis server runs in a Docker container. As described above, we have been
working with lists, sets, and other Redis data structures as well as JSON objects.
The code was developed using the command reference for Redis 2 and ReJSON 3.

JSON

Creating and fetching JSON objects is achieved by issuing the JSON.SET and
JSON.GET methods. The commands are similar to regular Python commands for
working with JSON objects which are: jsonget() and jsonset(). Since JSON objects
in Redis are built using tree structures, new objects have to be created at the root,
which is the identifier of the object. The following code segment describes how to
create an object called JOB_LIST and fetching the object later.

2Available here: https://redis.io/commands
3Available here: http://rejson.io/commands/
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Status tree

Corpus 1 Corpus 2

S2 S3S1 S4 S1 S2 S3 S4

J1 J2 J1 J2 J1 J2 J1 J2 J1 J2 J1 J2 J1 J2 J1 J2

Figure 4.1: Statistics tree data structure which shows how operations on a dataset
is distributed to multiple workers, where S represents a shard, while J represents
a job.

1 rj.jsonset('JOB_LIST', Path.rootPath(), dict())
2 rj.jsonset('JOB_LIST', Path('.' + jid + '.status'), 'issued')
3 rj.jsonget('JOB_LIST')

We can also use JSON.SET to set variables and values within the JSON object.
The location of the variable is specified in the Path(). Although the existing code
base has been documented in the thesis referenced earlier we will go through the
basics with a few example methods.

Task tracker

The Queenbee will act as the task tracker and manage workers and reducers. In a
MapReduce framework, the task tracker is a node in the cluster that accepts tasks,
processes requests, and track the execution of MapReduce workloads. When a
worker connects to the task tracker it sends a hello message and establishes a
connection. When a job is received from a client the job is processed and delivered
to the workers. Workers can either be generic or bound to a specific corpus. If it
is a generic worker, it will pop the first job of the stack. If it is a specific corpus
worker it will wait until a matching job is received. When a worker is done the
result is sent back to the task tracker. The client can request the status of jobs for
a specific user, and when jobs are finished the task tracker prepares the reduction
process. After the reduce process is finished the user can request the result of the
job. The task tracker also handles failed workers.
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Global data structure

The current data structure makes use of global variables throughout the task
tracker. Dictionaries are used and feature a key-value principle. A dictionary
maps a set of keys to a set of values. A Python dictionary maps a set of unique
keys to values. Dictionaries are mutable, which means they can be changed. The
values that the keys point to can be any Python value. Workers, users, and jobs are
identified with a unique id. The objects are stored in a JSON format.

Jobs sent to the task tracker for processing are tracked in a statistics tree shown
in Figure 4.1. Different corpuses are kept separate and must contain at least one
shard. The shard contains a list of all jobs assigned to it. The list act as a typical
stack with a First in First out (FIFO) queue.

Workers and reducers

Workers and reducers are the mappers and reducers in the MapReduce frame-
work. In this thesis, we are working on the task tracker, the Queen. Since the
workers and reducers are external from the task tracker we do not care about their
inner workings. From the task trackers perspective, they have issued a job, which
is sent back when completed. Since we are only developing a proof of concept for
the task tracker the implementation of workers and reducers are as simple as pos-
sible to make the experiments easier. They are running as Python processes and
the only function they perform is to communicate with the task tracker. In a pro-
duction environment, we would want to see the workers as IncludeOS instances
as they are meant to be. Worker and reducer functionality is still being developed
and it would be out of scope for this thesis to implement the same test environment
with IncludeOS instead of Python processes as they are now.

Corpus and jobs

A corpus is a collection of data and a job is something we want to be done with
the corpus. Since we are developing the task tracker in this project the corpus and
jobs are external from our scope. We issue corpus specific jobs to corpus specific
workers and reducers without the knowledge of how the jobs are processed. That
is the Queen does not know or care for how the jobs are processed once they are
out of her hands. In this project, we are working with non existent corpuses and
jobs. Meaning that the communication between the clients, workers, reducers, and
the Queen are production-like, but we are not actually performing any processing.
For the Queen, this environment is not far from communicating with IncludeOS
instances or existing corpuses. The biggest difference is that the workers and
reducers are Python processes who wait a certain amount of time before contacting
the Queen, whereas the IncludeOS instances would contact the Queen after an
alarm which sounds over regular intervals. If a process is running IncludeOS will
wait to contact the Queen until it is finished.

Identifiers

In the Hive project, we use identifiers for jobs, workers, reducers, etc. They are
used to identify what job we are processing or what worker is assigned what
job. In order to identify each worker, a worker ID (wid) is used. Identifiers in
Redis have to start with a letter of the alphabet. Therefore we have to change how
the worker ids are generated, which goes for all ids. The following code snippet
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Method Description
handle_worker_hello Handling connections from workers
handle_reducer_hello Handling connections from reducers
process_new_job Client request processing of new job
store_job Helping method for process_new_job
delete_job Client requests deletion of job
list_jobs Client request a list of jobs for a specific user
get_job_status Client request status of specific job
get_worker_list Client request a list of connected workers
get_reducer_list Client request a list of connected reducers
calculate_stats Provides performance metrics for worker management
get_stats Client requests statistics of specific corpus

Table 4.1: Description of methods in Queenbee.py (see Appendix A)

shows how the worker ID was generated in the previous version, by appending
10 random letters or numbers to form an ID.

1 if WID == "None":
2 WID = ''.join(random.choice(string.ascii_uppercase + string.digits) for

_ in range(10))

In the next code segment, we make sure that the first symbol of the ID is always
a letter. This is achieved by appending 9 random letters and numbers to a starting
letter.

1 if WID == "None":
2 WID = random.choice(string.ascii_uppercase) +

''.join(random.choice(string.ascii_uppercase + string.digits) for _
in range(9))

Handle worker hello

A connection between the worker and task tracker is handled by the
handle_worker_hello method. The first task is to check if the worker exists or not,
which is achieved by doing a lookup in Redis and fetching the WORKER_LIST. If
the key exists the process of registering the worker is skipped and the location is
updated. A counter "last_seen" is used to verify if workers have failed or not and
is updated every time an interaction with the task tracker occurs.

When a worker has completed a job, it needs to be processed by the task tracker.
The jobs are stored in a JOB_LIST. In order to set JSON-values in redis, we issue a
rj.jsonset call. This method takes a key, in this case, JOB_LIST, the path of the object
we want to edit and what value to set. rj.jsonnumincrby is used to increment an
integer by one, or in this case, decrement by one. The results are stored under
’.results’ which is a field in each job JSON object. When a job is finished it is
removed from the worker queue, which is a queue consisting of current jobs. The
task tracker will also check if there are any remaining shards being processed,
marking them as either ’map_finished’ or ’finished’ depending on whether or not
a reduce function was provided. Time stamps for each worker are recorded in
the statistics tree and are used to calculate the total time when the job is finished.
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A list of available jobs is generated by checking the worker queue for available
jobs. A job can have three statuses: queued, issued, and finished, representing
their current status. The first job which is not worked on is appended to the list
of available jobs and marked as ’issued’. The job is sent back to the worker for
processing.

Handle reducer hello

A connection between the reducer and task tracker is handled by the
handle_reducer_hello method. Reducers are different from workers in that they
perform the reducing process of the MapReduce process. There are usually fewer
reducers than workers connected to a task tracker. A reducer connects to the task
tracker and specifies what corpus it is associated with. When shards associated
with the same corpus are finished mapping the reducer takes over and sorts the
results in the correct matter.

Process new job

Job requests are sent in a JSON object containing information about the user,
corpus, and job. When a job is received we have to check if the corpus is present,
and if it is, return successfully with the randomly generated job id. The job id will
be used as a key to identify the job object in redis. Keys are not allowed to start
with numbers which is why we have to change the id to start with a random letter
instead of a random letter or number. The key is still 10 symbols long and contains
random letters or numbers after the first symbol. When a job has been successfully
submitted to fields such as time stamps, status, and corpus are set. Each shard of a
corpus is saved in a JSON structure called ’STAT_TREE’ to keep track of the status
of each shard. When a job is submitted the status is set to 0 to represent that it is
queued. The job is then stored in a list called ’JOB_LIST’ which contains all jobs.
The job id is also stored in the workers associated with the specified corpus.

Store job

Store_job is a method called when a new job is being processed. Adding the lists
created to Redis allows us to store the data and get them after a shut down of the
Queen.

1 json_USER_LIST = json.dumps(USER_LIST)
2 json_JOB_LIST = json.dumps(JOB_LIST)
3 json_CORPUS_LIST = json.dumps(CORPUS_LIST)
4

5 r.set("USER_LIST", json_USER_LIST)
6 r.set("JOB_LIST", json_JOB_LIST)
7 r.set("CORPUS_LIST", json_CORPUS_LIST)

List jobs and get job status

This task list all jobs of a given user. The USER_LIST and JOB_LIST are both
fetched from Redis and used to create a new list of jobs and their statuses. The
user id is given to create a sense of security for the users and grant some privacy.

1 USER_LIST = rj.jsonget('USER_LIST')
2 JOB_LIST = rj.jsonget('JOB_LIST')
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3

4 data_json["job_list"] = []
5 if data_json["user"] in USER_LIST:
6 for jid in USER_LIST[data_json["user"]]:
7 job = copy.deepcopy(JOB_LIST[jid])
8 # we remove the results from the job in order to save space
9 job["results"] = dict()

10 data_json["job_list"].append(job)
11

12 verbose("Returning: " + json.dumps(data_json))
13 client.send(json.dumps(data_json))

get_job_status receives a user and job id as parameters. We start off by fetching
the JOB_LIST from Redis and use the given job id to identify the correct job. The
status is returned to the client.

4.4 Experiments

The first experiment will test the newly developed system’s scalability and fault
tolerance. By adding Queenbee as a service to a Docker swarm we can easily scale
up or down the number of nodes. The swarm will be distributed over a set of four
virtual machines. The VM’s will reside in a common subnet and communicate
with each other. A Redis server will be situated on the same subnet but on an
external server. The experiment will simulate load and scale up the number of
nodes. We will also test resilience by removing a VM during runtime. This
will hopefully cause the swarm to launch new nodes to replace the fallen in the
remaining VM’s.

Resilience and robustness

We developed the Queen to use a database for persistent storage to create a scalable
service. We will perform different experiments where we simulate shutdowns and
scale the service in order to see how well the environment reacts to change. From
a clients perspective, what will cause the service to go offline? Ideally, we would
see that the client is served in some way or another regardless of the state of the
swarm. It is vital that there are no permanent data losses associated with node
shutdowns.

Performance

The motivation for these tests is to measure the overall performance impacts
converting to a database has created. The number of interactions to the database
generated by the worker and client communication and processing. Results will
give an indication of expected load associated with a different set of actions. Too
many time consuming interactions will cause the entire service to run slow.
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Subnet with Queenbee as a service

Actor

Actor

subnet:5005

Figure 4.2: Design proposal of experiments where four servers are set up running
Docker Swarm with access to a Redis server.
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Chapter 5

Results and discussion

We have currently succeeded in converting the Queen from using global variables
to use a Redis database. In this chapter, we will discuss our approach and design
choices we made throughout the development. We will include thorough testing
of the software to ensure the same functionality is provided in the new version.

5.1 Task tracker

As described earlier the task tracker was implemented with the use of global
variables to store data about jobs, workers, and reducers. Information about which
workers were issued which jobs were all stored in JSON objects and lists. When a
job is finished the worker will return the result to the task tracker which will use
the data to determine statistics associated with the specific job.

Since the functionality is implemented with the use of global variables there are
some shortcomings and limitation. To start off with the service is not persistent,
robust, or resilient and if the service goes down it would result in permanent
data loss. The need for persistent data is further backed by the fact that we are
running the framework across a swarm of multiple nodes. There is no way to
orchestrate the service if the task tracker is down. To solve the persistence issue
we implemented Redis as a database to store all previously global variables. If
the Queen for some reason shuts down, another Queen can easily take its place
since all the data is stored in the database, which brings up the aspect of scaling.
Previously there were no way of scaling the number of task trackers to cope with
increased load. The Hive is not fully developed and to run these experimental
environments we are not working on real data. The focus on this thesis will be
interactions from the task trackers viewpoint and though we are working on fake
corpuses and fake jobs the interactions are real and would behave in the same way
had the data been real.

Task tracker with global variables

Queenbee.py is the script running the Queen, and in the following example, we
start the Queen specifying her to listen to localhost on port 5005.

# Start queen
$ python queenbee.py -v -d -p 5005
Connection address: ('127.0.0.1', 62359)

A client is now able to process requests to localhost:5005, which is where the
Queen is listening for connections. Before we can do any queries we need a worker
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and a reducer associated with the corpus we want to query, shown in the following
example.

# Start worker
$ python worker.py -p 5005 -c wikipedia -s localhost

# Start reducer
$ python reducer.py -p 5005 -c wikipedia -s localhost

In order to send a query to the Queen, we need to specify server, corpus, and
the task we want to be processed. The following example shows a query to the
localhost on port 5005 by user Erik, where we want to work on corpus Wikipedia.
The output represents the data associated with the job we just created, which is
identified by an id in the variable jid.

$ python client.py -s localhost -p 5005 -u erik -c wikipedia -q 1
-v -d↪→

VERBOSE: received data: {"status": "Queued", "shid_list": {"None":
0}, "jid": "MQAUJFI82R", "cid": "wikipedia", "shid_remain": 1,
"time_created": "1518438241", "results": {}, "user": "erik",
"query": 1, "type": "job"}

↪→

↪→

↪→

To see the status of the job we just created we can issue a list call which will list
all jobs associated with the user given, in this case, Erik.

$ python client.py -s localhost -p 5005 -u erik -l
JOB CORPUS QUERY CREATED STATUS
MQAUJFI82R wikipedia 1 23s ago 100% queued

When we issue a job it will be queued in a list of jobs, in this case, the job we
just created has a status of 100% queued.

Reduce jobs

In the previous section, we described how to issue a job, which is the equivalent
of the mapping process in the MapReduce framework. In order to complete both
mapping and reducing we need to issue a set of workers and a reducer. In the
following example, we start a number of workers on the same corpus, where -S
specifies what shard each worker should work on.

$ python worker.py -s 127.0.0.1 -c wikipedia -S a &
$ python worker.py -s 127.0.0.1 -c wikipedia -S b &
$ python worker.py -s 127.0.0.1 -c wikipedia -S c &
$ python worker.py -s 127.0.0.1 -c wikipedia -S d &

Start a reducer for the same corpus:

$ python reducer.py -s 127.0.0.1 -c wikipedia -p 5005 &

Once there are both workers and reducers connected to the Queen, we can
issue a reduce job. In the following example, we send a query to be reduced on the
Wikipedia corpus.

$ python client.py -s 127.0.0.1 -c wikipedia -q 1 -u erik -r reduce.py

Listing the job during processing shows the different statuses for the job.
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UUVP7WVIHI 1s ago 100% queued
UUVP7WVIHI 1m 47s ago 50% queued 50% finished issued 1m 11s ago
UUVP7WVIHI 1m 56s ago Map Finished issued 1m 20s ago,

map_finished 14s ago, time_used 1m 6s↪→

After issuing the job, the Queen will distribute the workload across the
available workers. We can see the job distributed over the variable shid_list_used.

1 VERBOSE: Calculated Stats : {"shid_list": {"a": {"time_used": 1,
"time_finished": 1524388442, "time_started": 1524388441}, "c":
{"time_used": 1, "time_finished": 1524388445, "time_started":
1524388444}, "b": {"time_used": 1, "time_finished": 1524388444,
"time_started": 1524388443}, "d": {"time_used": 1,
"time_finished": 1524388447, "time_started": 1524388446}},
"Dt95": 14, "Tt": 15, "TwMin": ["a", 1], "shid_list_used":
{"a": 1, "c": 1, "b": 1, "d": 1}, "Tadm": 36, "TwMax": ["a",
1], "Tstart_stop": 51, "DtMax": 14, "Tw95": "1"}

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

Task tracker with a Redis database

$ docker run -p 6379:6379 --name redis-rejson
redislabs/rejson:latest↪→

A Dockerfile has been created which makes launching containers easy.
The following code segment shows the Dockerfile where we download the
dependencies, and expose port 5005 and start the Queen.

1 FROM ubuntu:16.04
2 MAINTAINER kyrre@begnum.no
3 RUN apt-get update && apt-get -y install python python-pip
4 RUN pip install numpy
5 RUN pip install redis
6 RUN pip install rejson
7

8 ADD src /home/ubuntu/queenbee/src
9

10 EXPOSE 5005:5005
11

12 CMD /home/ubuntu/queenbee/src/queenbee.py -v -d

Since we are linking containers the name of the Redis container becomes
available from our Queen. We add the Redis host in the Python script to enable
database interactions.

r = redis.StrictRedis(host='rejson')

We start off by building the Docker image on which we will start the container
from. The image contains the Queen which use Redis instead of global variables.

# Start queen in Docker and link to the Redis database
docker build -t queenbee .
docker run -it --link redis-rejson:redislabs/rejson --name queen -p

5005:5005 queenbee↪→

Issuing Docker PS after the containers have started we can see information
about container id, etc.
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Server name Description IP
master Client 10.0.20.227

swarm0 Swarm node 10.0.20.228
swarm1 Swarm node 10.0.20.229
swarm2 Swarm node 10.0.20.230
swarm3 Swarm node 10.0.20.231

redis Redis database 10.0.20.232

Table 5.1: Description of servers in the infrastructure

CONTAINER ID IMAGE ...
58874d0c88bf redislabs/rejson:latest ...
acd6f9168142 queenbee ...

After the containers have been created and are up and running we can issue
queries like we did before. The syntax stays the same as we have focused on using
the existing data structure, which includes interactions with clients, workers, and
reducers. The following CLI output shows how to process a query.

$ python client.py -s localhost -p 5005 -u erik -c wikipedia -q 1
HJ6J4GK878
$ python client.py -s localhost -p 5005 -u erik -l
JOB CORPUS QUERY CREATED STATUS

TIME_USED↪→

HJ6J4GK878 wikipedia 1 8s ago 100% queued

With this architecture, we are able to persist data as long as the Redis container
is up and running. The next issue would be to handle scale, as it would be
inefficient to link each Queen container to Redis in the same way. Therefore we
will set up an external server running a Redis container with port 6379 exposed.
In order to use the newly created server, we need to change a line in queenbee.py
where the Redis configuration is defined. We set ’host’ to point to the Redis server
and with Redis handled we are ready to start scaling the Queen service.

rj = Client(host='10.0.20.232', port=6379)

The development environment and swarm layout

In order to be able to scale the Queen, we need to establish an infrastructure to
support the increased load. OpenStack will be used as the development platform
to create the virtual machines. Since the project is still under development any
unnecessarily exposed ports would cause security risks which is why the servers
are located on a private subnetwork. A node connecting the network to the outside
world is used as the client which will query the service. Only SSH Key-Based
Authentication is allowed and the port is changed from the default value of 22 to
2222. SSH attacks are generally aimed at the default port which is why changing
to another port will make our server more secure. Furthermore, incoming traffic is
only allowed on this port and no other services will be running on the server. The
architecture is shown in Figure 5.1 and server specifications are described in Table
5.1
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Development environment

Master

swarm0  swarm1

swarm2 swarm3

Redis

:1050

Docker domain

Figure 5.1: The server setup in the development environment. A cluster of four
servers are connected with Docker Swarm and has access to a Redis server. An
external host is used as a client to querie the service.

Docker Swarm

To start a Docker Swarm we issue docker swarm init. This command launches a
single swarm node on the current host which is set to be the managing node of the
swarm. In order to communicate throughout the swarm, the manager node opens
port 2377. To allow swarm communication between nodes we need to open TCP
and UDP port 7946 on all hosts in the swarm. An internal distributed data store
is initiated where we can maintain a consistent view of the swarm nodes and all
services running on it. New nodes can either join as worker or manager nodes.
Worker nodes increase capacity while manager nodes increase fault tolerance.
Manager nodes perform cluster management of the swarm, like spawning new
nodes if a host in the swarm kills existing nodes. When a swarm is created a
Docker Engine is placed into swarm mode which is in charge of scheduling tasks
among available nodes. We also need to open UDP port 4790 which is used for
overlay network traffic.

An overlay network [33] is a computer network that is built on top of another
network and provides abstraction from the underlying network topography as
seen in figure 5.2. In the example N1 seems to reach N2 directly, while the
connection is actually routed through N4. Overlay networks are built using
software to create layers on top of the physical network. They are especially useful
when we are working without knowledge of the infrastructure, which allows
developers to focus on the development of new functionality rather than creating
the infrastructure needed.

We start by initiating the swarm from our swarm manager called swarm0,
with an IP address of 10.0.20.228. Other nodes can join the swarm by running
the command: docker swarm join giving the generated token and specifying the
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N1

N2
N3

N4

Figure 5.2: Overlay networks provide abstraction from the underlying network
topography. From the perspective of N1 we are able to reach N2 directly, while the
connection is actually routed through N4.

IP address of the swarm manager.

swarm0:~$ docker swarm init --listen-addr 10.0.20.228:2377
Swarm initialized: current node (n2d850julzlrjzdvqe9rmsux5) is now

a manager.↪→

To add a worker to this swarm, run the following command:

docker swarm join \
--token

SWMTKN-1-3ly13ngo86nj4fjh4p9fwrmbdgfrmbhfdgwpel22tsmd6k5ex6-438qvd
u6esfe4za2nio8dtwgy \

↪→

↪→

10.0.20.228:2377

To add a manager to this swarm, run 'docker swarm join-token
manager' and follow the instructions.↪→

After the other hosts have joined the swarm we can see their statuses by issuing
the docker node ls command. This shows what nodes are Ready and which node
is configured to be the lead manager node. The AVAILABILITY column displays
status of whether the node is available to receive tasks from the Docker Engine or
not. Active means that the nodes are ready to receive tasks.

swarm*:~$ docker swarm join --token
SWMTKN-1-3ly13ngo86nj4fjh4p9fwrmbdgfrmbhfdgwpel22tsmd6k5ex6-438qvd
u6esfe4za2nio8dtwgy 10.0.20.228:2377

↪→

↪→

swarm0:~$ docker node ls
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ID HOSTNAME STATUS AVAILABILITY MANAGER
jezdzoptoy7tznns6ap4ml89q swarm1 Ready Active
mjrvqt4ie0fcue8elzio3hp0r swarm2 Ready Active
n2d850julzlrjzdvqe9rmsux5 * swarm0 Ready Active Leader
qblx91qr6c9i04s7g79duj8wm swarm3 Ready Active

Container as a Service

"As a service" is a term used for services designed to run in the cloud. A
Container as a Service (CaaS) means that we are able to organize, scale, and
manage containers in the cloud. In the following examples we will deploy a
container as a service to the swarm. We start off by creating a simple service called
helloworld where ’swarm0’ is the manager of the swarm. The service is only used
for testing purposes and will issue the ping command.

swarm0:~$ docker service create --replicas 1 --name helloworld
alpine ping docker.com↪→

seahdgr849zqbf4bv2uw4sw3x

swarm0:~$ docker service ls
ID NAME MODE REPLICAS IMAGE
seahdgr849zq helloworld replicated 1/1 alpine:latest

After creating the service it is viewable by running the docker service ls
command which will display all services running on the swarm. In order to see
details about the service, we run docker service inspect, where ’Replicas’ are
the number of containers running, in this case, set to 1.

swarm0:~$ docker service inspect --pretty helloworld
ID: seahdgr849zqbf4bv2uw4sw3x
Name: helloworld
Service Mode: Replicated
Replicas: 1
Placement:
UpdateConfig:
Parallelism: 1
On failure: pause
Max failure ratio: 0
ContainerSpec:
Image: alpine:latest@sha256:7b848...
Args: ping docker.com
Resources:
Endpoint Mode: vip

When the service is deployed we can scale the number of replicas to a preferred
number. Scaling the service to 5 will create 5 containers distributed among
the swarm nodes. Issuing docker service ps shows how the containers are
distributed.

swarm0:~$ docker service scale helloworld=5
helloworld scaled to 5

swarm0:~$ docker service ps helloworld
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ID NAME IMAGE NODE CURRENT STATE
yd2yllf2fc96 helloworld.1 alpine swarm0 Running 15 minutes ago
nhvaaokeqnk6 helloworld.2 alpine swarm2 Running 6 seconds ago
2xffx2qmiqb0 helloworld.3 alpine swarm2 Running 6 seconds ago
snq9xns6nbgc helloworld.4 alpine swarm3 Running 6 seconds ago
xni5ohhnkg9w helloworld.5 alpine swarm1 Running 7 seconds ago

When we deploy Docker containers it can be hard to troubleshoot errors. We
have used Docker logs allow us to centralize logs from all running containers.

Creating the Queenbee service

In order to deploy Queenbee as a service, we need to install the required
dependencies on all hosts in the swarm. We start off by installing Python and
cloning the source code available on GitHub. The ’queenbee’ Docker image has to
be built in order to deploy the containers.

apt install python
git clone https://github.com/hioa-cs/queenbee.git --branch redis
cd queenbee
docker build -t queenbee .

After the dependencies are installed we are ready to create and deploy the
service. The following command creates a service called ’queen’ based on the
Docker image queenbee with port 5005 exposed. When using a private registry
image like queenbee, –with-registry-auth is a necessary argument to make sure
workers are given the proper credentials to find the image.

docker service create \
--with-registry-auth \
--name queen -p 5005:5005 \
queenbee

Running the normal commands on swarm0 works as expected. We are able to
connect directly to the swarm manager without specifying what host the Queen is
deployed to.

$ docker service ps queen
ID NAME IMAGE NODE CURRENT STATE
r6vtysb63ufl queen.1 queenbee swarm3 Running 6 seconds ago

In the CLI snippet below we issue a request to query a job from the external
client to the swarm manager. The job is successfully redirected to the correct
swarm node and is processed like any other job.

$ python queenbee/src/client.py -s 10.0.20.228 -p 5005 -u erik -c
wikipedia -q 1 -v -d↪→

K8B1LREIG7

$ python queenbee/src/client.py -s 10.0.20.228 -p 5005 -u erik -l
JOB CORPUS QUERY CREATED STATUS TIME_USED
K8B1LREIG7 wikipedia 1 5s ago 100% queued

The swarm ran all weekend and the job is still available after 3 days, which is
a good indication of a stable environment.
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$ python queenbee/src/client.py -s 10.0.20.228 -p 5005 -u erik -l
JOB CORPUS QUERY CREATED STATUS TIME_USED
K8B1LREIG7 wikipedia 1 67h 37m 3s ago 100% finished issued 67h

36m 52s ago, finished 67h 35m 52s ago, time_used 1m 0s↪→

Like any other service on a swarm, we are able to scale the service to whatever
number we want. This will allow us to handle a larger amount of traffic, though
the scale is too large to test in my environment.

swarm0:~$ sudo docker service scale queen=4
queen scaled to 4
overall progress: 4 out of 4 tasks
1/4: running
2/4: running
3/4: running
4/4: running
verify: Service converged
swarm0:~$ sudo docker service ps queen
sudo: unable to resolve host swarm0
ID NAME IMAGE NODE CURRENT STATE
r6... queen.1 queenbee swarm3 Running 2 days ago
n2... queen.2 queenbee swarm2 Starting less than a second ago
md... queen.3 queenbee swarm0 Running 2 days ago 50 seconds ago
9u... queen.4 queenbee swarm1 Running 2 days ago 50 seconds ago

In order to process queries from clients we need to set up a number of workers
connected to the queen. For testing purposes this is solved by the client who run
the following script.

1 #!/usr/bin/env python
2

3 import os
4

5 print "Issue 12 workers"
6 for x in range(0, 12):
7 os.system('python queenbee-old/queenbee/src/worker.py -p 5005 -c

wikipedia -s 10.0.20.228 &')
8

9 print 'Complete'

This will establish a connection between 12 workers associated to the wikipedia
corpus.
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5.2 Functionality and resilience testing

The motivation for running functional tests is to verify whether the adoption of
an external database has been successful or not. To set a benchmark we started by
running a simple test with the old Queenbee system. All the virtual machines used
in the examples run on the same set of hardware. Therefore we will only deploy
workers to perform the mapping functionality of the MapReduce model to ease
the complexity.

Single Queen

The Queen was launched and deployed with a set of 12 workers before we issued
12 jobs associated with the same corpus for processing. Table 5.2 describes the
distribution of workers associated with the Queen.

Server name Number of Queens Number of workers
master 1 12

Table 5.2: Description of services running on which server.

The script shown below was used to perform the experiment with a single
Queen with global variables. We will measure the time from job issuing to job
completion and compare the result to a structure where we use multiple Queens
with Redis. Running the script, available in Appendix B.1, gives the following
output. Future experiments will only show time spent and whether or not all jobs
ran successfully.

Issuing 12 jobs
KFWYJW288E
M6M6DARG4V
F6JH1FWRUS
E9EQRRBMCZ
RGHYDOUB3F
C96D2G56TN
MYMT43YENJ
LSBS1611BD
ESKR2J43Y0
YJFQ6YI1JI
K52XOYN8PS
ZY60BY0BMS
check
all finished
JOB CORPUS QUERY CREATED STATUS TIME_USED
KFWYJW288E wikipedia 1 2m 5s ago 100% finished issued 1m 54s ago, finished 53s ago, time_used 1m 1s
M6M6DARG4V wikipedia 1 2m 5s ago 100% finished issued 1m 54s ago finished 53s ago, time_used 1m 1s
F6JH1FWRUS wikipedia 1 2m 4s ago 100% finished issued 1m 40s ago, finished 41s ago, time_used 59s
E9EQRRBMCZ wikipedia 1 2m 4s ago 100% finished issued 1m 40s ago, finished 40s ago, time_used 1m 0s
RGHYDOUB3F wikipedia 1 2m 4s ago 100% finished issued 1m 40s ago, finished 40s ago, time_used 1m 0s
C96D2G56TN wikipedia 1 2m 4s ago 100% finished issued 1m 18s ago, finished 18s ago, time_used 1m 0s
MYMT43YENJ wikipedia 1 2m 4s ago 100% finished issued 1m 19s ago, finished 18s ago, time_used 1m 1s
LSBS1611BD wikipedia 1 2m 4s ago 100% finished issued 1m 18s ago, finished 19s ago, time_used 59s
ESKR2J43Y0 wikipedia 1 2m 4s ago 100% finished issued 1m 5s ago, finished 5s ago, time_used 1m 0s
YJFQ6YI1JI wikipedia 1 2m 4s ago 100% finished issued 1m 5s ago, finished 5s ago, time_used 1m 0s
K52XOYN8PS wikipedia 1 2m 4s ago 100% finished issued 1m 3s ago, finished 3s ago, time_used 1m 0s
ZY60BY0BMS wikipedia 1 2m 4s ago 100% finished issued 1m 3s ago, finished 3s ago, time_used 1m 0s

Time spent:
0:01:50.733582

Listing 1: CLI output from running an experiment where we issue 12 jobs to the
a Queen with global variables. The computed result is printed when all jobs are
finished.

The jobs finished after about 1 minute and 51 seconds, which will be the time
to compare the new solution to. Ideally, we would see no performance loss by
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processing the same amount of work with the same amount of resources. In our
test environment, we are using workers who run as Python processes without real
data. The default working time is set to 1 minute, meaning that once a worker has
been issued a job, it will return as successful after a minute. With this behavior in
mind the purpose of the tests is to see how the implementation of the task tracker
affects the management of jobs and workers.

Distributed swarm

In this experiment we wanted to test the readiness for the scale of the Queen and
compare the result to the Queen with global variables. A swarm was created on a
set of four hosts, shown in Table 5.3. In the previous example, we ran 12 workers
connected to a single Queen, whereas in this experiment we distributed the same
number of workers over four Queens. The focus of this project is to develop the
task tracker and not the workers or reducers. In the next experiments, the workers
will all be handled by the client instead of splitting the amount of workers on each
queen. Since the workers are located on the client side they are limited by the
client’s available resources, but as they are not doing any processing we should
see no trouble with this implementation. The source code is available in Appendix
B.2.

Server name Number of Queens Number of workers
swarm0 1 3
swarm1 1 3
swarm2 1 3
swarm3 1 3

Table 5.3: Description of services running on which servers.

We use the same script used to run the experiment on a single Queen, but
change the source of the Queen to point to the swarm manager. The jobs finished
after about 1 minute and 57 seconds. The extra overhead and network transactions
give a slower processing time than a single host architecture.

Comparison

We ran the experiments for each setup 5 times and measured the average
processing time. Table 5.4 shows the number of hosts involved, workers connected
to each Queen and jobs issued per Queen. The average processing time varied little
with a difference of about 5 seconds for the two setups.

Architecture Hosts Workers per host Jobs per host Time spent
Old Queenbee 1 12 12 0:01:55

Distributed swarm 4 3 3 0:02:01

Table 5.4: Time spent processing 12 jobs with 12 workers.

The experiments ran successfully and we can conclude that the mapping
functionality is implemented with Redis.
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Distributed swarm with higher load

In this experiment, we will deploy a higher number of jobs with a four second
interval on the same architecture. Below is a code snippet from the script where
we create a loop to issue 50 jobs in a 4 second interval.

1 a = datetime.datetime.now()
2 print "Issue 50 jobs with 4 second intervals"
3 for x in range(0, 50):
4 os.system('python queenbee/src/client.py -s 10.0.20.228 -p 5005 -u erik

-c wikipedia -q 1')
5 time.sleep(4)

All jobs finished in 5 minutes and 58 seconds. Running the test 5 times gives
a time difference of 7 seconds and an average completion time of 6 minutes and 1
second.

Resilience experiment

In this experiment, we wanted to test the resilience of the service. What happens
if a Queen disconnects during job processing? We will issue 50 jobs like in the
previous test which took around 6 minutes to complete, and at 3 minutes we will
disconnect a Queen. The goal is to see whether or not the jobs will finish even
though a Queen is removed from the swarm. The number of Queens during the
experiment is shown in Table 5.5.

Queens Timestamp
4 0:00:00
3 3:00:00

Table 5.5: Execution of resilience experiment 2 starting with 4 Queens before
disconnecting a Queen after 3 minutes.

Issuing docker service ps queen shows the state of all containers in the
swarm. As we can see in the following CLI output, one of the hosts were rebooted
around 3 minutes into the test. Once a service is deployed on a swarm the
managing node will distribute the containers across available nodes. If in this
case, a node shuts down during runtime, the manager will redeploy the affected
containers to other available nodes.

swarm0:~$ docker service ps queen
ID NAME IMAGE NODE CURRENT STATE
ntm6ox2hsfe0 queen.1 queenbee swarm1 Running 3 days ago
20zofrjzlfmp queen.2 queenbee swarm0 Running 3 days ago
9xw6vlsx9e0z queen.3 queenbee swarm2 Running 3 days ago
ry81y6t11grb queen.4 queenbee swarm0 Running 3 minutes ago
nrh5a8wku6ja \_ queen.4 queenbee swarm3 Shutdown 2 minutes ago

The experiment ran successfully and all jobs finished in about 5 minutes and
46 seconds, indicating that the structure is able to handle soft shutdowns of hosts.
A soft shutdown of a host is when the system is shut down controllably and
properly exits all services running. A hard shutdown may occur when a host loses
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power, which would result in processes not being shut down correctly. We ran
the same experiment, but instead of a soft shutdown issue a hard shutdown at
around 3 minutes. The state of the failing container is ’Failed less than a second
ago "task:non-zero exit (255)"’.

ID NAME IMAGE NODE CURRENT STATE
6yuoylnu8dat queen.1 queenbee swarm1 Running 5 minutes ago
w73efyld8g4x \_ queen.1 queenbee swarm3 Failed less than a second

ago "task: non-zero exit (255)"↪→

ukruwhhwu3ia queen.2 queenbee swarm1 Running 11 minutes ago
sh0w7q8mpxiw queen.3 queenbee swarm0 Running 11 minutes ago
j0sqc3o6m4r0 queen.4 queenbee swarm2 Running 11 minutes ago

Even with a hard shutdown all jobs finished in about 5 minutes and 50 seconds.

Scaling of Queens

The next experiment we ran tested scaling the number of Queens during load. We
started off with 4 Queens and scaled the service to 3 nodes 3 minutes into the test.

swarm0:~$ sudo docker service scale queen=3
queen scaled to 3
overall progress: 3 out of 3 tasks
1/3: running [==========================================>]
2/3: running [==========================================>]
3/3: running [==========================================>]
verify: Service converged
swarm0:~$ docker service ps queen
ID NAME IMAGE NODE DESIRED STATE
3ypj1fmyho86 queen.1 queenbee swarm3 Running
kcnemhefa45u queen.2 queenbee swarm0 Running
hxdelj3nyyg5 queen.3 queenbee swarm2 Running
85nf10m94x9b queen.4 queenbee swarm1 Remove

All the jobs finished in 6 minutes and 15 seconds.

No service

In this experiment, we wanted to test whether or not a complete removal of the
service during load would affect running jobs. We start off with four queens and
50 jobs, and after 1 minute with a queue of jobs waiting for processing we shut off
all queens. After 20 seconds we started 2 of the Queens, shown in Table 5.6.

Queens Timestamp
4 0:00:00
0 1:00:00
2 1:20:00

Table 5.6: Execution of resilience experiment 3 starting with 4 queens before
disconnecting the entire service and starting 2 queens 20 seconds later.

Below is the CLI output from running the experiment.
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swarm0:~$ sudo docker service scale queen=0
queen scaled to 0
overall progress: 0 out of 0 tasks
verify: Service converged
swarm0:~$ docker service ps queen
ID NAME IMAGE NODE DESIRED STATE CURRENT

STATE↪→

swarm0:~$ sudo docker service scale queen=2
queen scaled to 2
overall progress: 2 out of 2 tasks
1/2: running [==========================================>]
2/2: running [==========================================>]
verify: Service converged
swarm0:~$ docker service ps queen
ID NAME IMAGE NODE DESIRED STATE
nknempj1f3va queen.1 queenbee swarm1 Running
0hj32hefak5g queen.2 queenbee swarm3 Running

All 50 jobs finished in a time of 5 minutes and 4 seconds.

Discussion

We set out to create a scalable, robust, and persistent big data processing cluster.
The results show that we are now able to scale the number of Queens, thereby
increasing the maximum amount of clients we are able to serve. In order to
achieve scalability, we implemented a shared database allowing us to store data
persistently. Converting to a scalable and persistent processing cluster showed
only minor performance loss compared to a non-scalable processing cluster.

The experiments we have conducted does not give an indication of how the
cluster is able to handle high load, which will be addressed in the next section.
Another aspect we need to address is the fact that the external database is not
robust, redundant, or persistent. We would like to see the database as robust as
the other elements in the architecture. In a later section, we will implement a more
resilient database and thereby be able to offer a better quality of service.

5.3 Performance testing

The motivation for running performance tests is to investigate how the Queens and
database respond to varying workloads. Developing persistent storage in the task
tracker results in many database interactions and we did not focus on optimizing
the number of interactions. Therefore we are running these tests to see database
load associated with different tasks given to the task trackers. Ideally, we would
see as few database interactions as possible as this causes latencies in the service.

Redis implications on Queenbee

Redis is a fast database, which is one of the key reasons for choosing it. No matter
how fast it is there will always be performance loss when converting a program to
use an external database rather than global variables. Redis allows benchmarking
of the database and running a simple test performing SET and LPUSH commands
from the localhost of Redis show that we are able to process around 40000 requests
per second.
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$ redis-benchmark -t set,lpush -n 100000 -q
SET: 40209.09 requests per second
LPUSH: 40633.89 requests per second

Other factors also come into play since we are running an external swarm
communicating with Redis in an overlay network. Since all the hosts are located
in the same set of servers the connection speed is very fast. When the hosts are
further apart the connection time is slower. Redis also has the ability to set up
connections in pipelines, which enables multiple commands to be issued at the
same time and further increasing the performance.

The network specifications between the clients and Redis is very important
and is the key factor for Redis performance. Redis is a single threaded database,
meaning that it will process one command at a time. A generous amount of CPU
resources is therefore important to ensure good performance.

Memory usage

Redis is an in memory database which makes RAM usage an important metric to
monitor. If all available memory is used, Redis will start swapping chunks of data.
What this means is that it will transfer stored data from RAM to disk. Disk storage
is a lot slower than RAM storage and Redis will therefore suffer performance loss.

In the test environment, we are running the Redis database is situated on a host
with 4 GBs of RAM. Redis does not use all the available RAM, but rather request
memory if the load increases. On a running database, we should always monitor
how much memory Redis has requested form the operating system, which does
not correlate to how much memory is used as Redis might request more memory
than available. Other processes running on the host operating system will affect
performance, which is why Redis is the only service we are running on that host.

If memory has run out and Redis starts swapping data to disk we should
look at reducing the amount of memory used. A metric we could set is the key
expiration value, which is used to delete old keys. We could also set the max
memory allowed to be stored which will delete old chunks as new chunks arrive.

Latency

Redis has various tools for testing performance and in the following CLI output,
we test latency from a node in the swarm to the external Redis server. The results
show a latency of 0.58 milliseconds, which is as expected very low since the servers
are on the same network.

$ redis-cli --latency -h 10.0.20.232 -p 6379
min: 0, max: 5, avg: 0.58 (901 samples)

Intrinsic latency is the latency affected by the host operating system that Redis
is running on. Redis is not able to achieve a faster latency than the one established
running an intrinsic latency test. The following CLI output shows the results from
running such a test, with an intrinsic latency of 9.8 milliseconds. Since we are
running Redis in a VM it is affected by other noisy services on the cluster. The test
might show better results if run on times where the cloud environment is under
easier load.

# redis-cli --intrinsic-latency 100
Max latency so far: 1 microseconds.
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Max latency so far: 7 microseconds.
Max latency so far: 312 microseconds.
Max latency so far: 353 microseconds.
Max latency so far: 641 microseconds.
Max latency so far: 1481 microseconds.
Max latency so far: 9804 microseconds.

870069113 total runs (avg latency: 0.1149 microseconds / 114.93
nanoseconds per run).↪→

Worst run took 85302x longer than the average latency.

Other latencies can be caused by network and communication problems. In the
test environment we are running, all the hosts are located on the same cloud. This
means that there should be no network latency, whereas if we launched a client in
another city the travel time of packets would cause latency. On a 1 Gbit/s network,
the latency is around 200 µs, while a Linux socket cause around 30 µs.

As mentioned above, Redis is a single threaded process. A command which
is slow to process would affect all other commands waiting to be processed.
To combat slow commands Redis has the ability to monitor processing time of
commands with a feature called SLOWLOG. What this does is that it log queries
which exceed a specified execution time. With slow commands identified, we can
edit the code and achieve faster processing times.

Redis monitoring

We want to monitor the different values discussed above and Redis has a built
in command Redis info which gives the user information about various Redis
statistics. We will be using a monitoring system called Redis-stat 1 which is based
on the Redis info command.

Figure 5.3 shows the output generated from running Redis-stat. The metrics
are generated every 2 seconds which shows, for instance, the number of
commands processed in the last second.

Redis-stat also has the ability to write generated statistics to a comma separated
values file (CSV), which we will use to generate graphs. The following command
will create a CSV file called performance.csv.

$ redis-stat --server --csv=/home/ubuntu/new/performance.csv

Performance baseline

We will start off by creating a performance baseline on which we compare the other
experiments too. The goal is to measure the overhead and load that workers and
jobs generate at the database. We will change the interval time for how often the
workers will contact the Queen, which has a default value of every 60 seconds. The
workers will also have a shorter working time, which can be achieved by setting
two variables when we issue jobs with the -i argument for INTERVAL_TIME and
-W for JOB_TIME. We will start by setting the INTERVAL_TIME to 2 seconds and
measure the load from 50 workers over a time period of 30 minutes without any
jobs to process.

1Available at: https://github.com/junegunn/redis-stat
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Figure 5.3: Example of output from running Redis-stat to monitor performance of
the database.

Increasing amount of connections

When we executed the experiment for the first time it failed as the Queens could
not handle more than around 20 connections to a single socket. Sockets are logical
endpoints used for communication with other hosts. In order to scale the number
of available connections, the Queens can handle we need to use threads. A thread
of execution is the smallest unit that can be scheduled in an operating system.
What this means is that we can run multiple tasks in parallel. In our case, we want
to implement multi-threading sockets, which is the process of executing multiple
threads simultaneously in a single process, in this case, a socket. The following
code snippets show how we implemented threads and sockets in queenbee.py. We
set up a handler which listens for clients on the given port number.

621 s = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_STREAM)
622 s.setsockopt(socket.SOL_SOCKET, socket.SO_REUSEADDR, 1)
623

624 TCP_IP = "0.0.0.0"
625 TCP_PORT = PORT
626 BUFFER_SIZE = 8024
627

628 #Bind socket to local host and port
629 try:
630 s.bind((TCP_IP, TCP_PORT))
631 except socket.error as msg:
632 print 'Bind failed: ' + str(msg[0]) + ' Message: ' + msg[1]
633 sys.exit()
634

635 s.listen(5)
636

637 ip_add_reg = [] #Register of id; IP address ; data string recieved

In this section, we handle incoming data, before closing the connection.

639 # handling connections and create threads
640 def clientthread(conn):
641
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642 while True:
643 #Receiving from client
644 data = conn.recv(BUFFER_SIZE)
645 data_json = json.loads(data)
646

647 verbose("Got JSON: " + str(json.dumps(data_json)))
648

649 ip_add_reg.append([0,addr[0],data])
650

651 # Inspect the JSON object to see what it is and send it to the
appropriate

652 # method to handle it
653

654

655 # a new job from a client
656 if ( data_json["type"] == "job" and "jid" not in data_json ):
657 process_new_job(conn,data_json)
658 conn.close()
659

660 # status query about existing job from a client
661 if ( data_json["type"] == "job" and "jid" in data_json ):
662 get_job_status(conn,data_json)
663 conn.close()
664

665 # list request from a client
666 if ( data_json["type"] == "list" ):
667 list_jobs(conn,data_json)
668 conn.close()
669

670 # hello from a worker or reducer
671 if ( data_json["type"] == "hello" ):
672 handle_hello(conn,data_json,addr[0])
673 conn.close()
674

675 # request worker list
676 if ( data_json["type"] == "worker_list" ):
677 get_worker_list(conn,data_json)
678 conn.close()
679

680 # request worker list
681 if ( data_json["type"] == "reducer_list" ):
682 get_reducer_list(conn,data_json)
683 conn.close()
684

685 # delete job
686 if ( data_json["type"] == "delete_job" ):
687 delete_job(data_json)
688 conn.close()
689

690 if (data_json["type"] == "stats_request"):
691 get_stats(conn,data_json)
692 conn.close()
693

694 break;
695

696 # came out of loop
697 conn.close()
698
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699 while 1:
700

701 conn, addr = s.accept()
702 print 'Connection address:', addr
703

704 start_new_thread(clientthread ,(conn,))
705

706 s.close

Creating the baseline

We started performance measuring by running 4 Queens and 50 workers with an
interval of 2 seconds. The experiment ran for about 30 minutes with little to no
difference in performance over time. Figure 5.4 shows memory usage in a time
section of around 1 minute and 30 seconds with an average of around 1,32 MB of
RAM usage. The source code is available in Appendix C.1.
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Figure 5.4: Memory usage from running the baseline experiment with 50 workers
contacting the Queens with an interval of 2 seconds and an average of around 1,32
MB of RAM usage.

When converting the existing Queen to use a database the focus was to
first implement all functionality to use the database rather than optimizing for
few database interactions. Therefore it is interesting to see how many database
interactions a set of workers produce while idling. This will give us an indication
of expected database load associated with a number of workers. Figure 5.5 shows
the number of commands processed by Redis from running the performance
baseline experiment, with an average amount of processed commands around 300
per second. Commands processed by Redis is actual replies from the Database.
Since we are running 50 workers we would expect that a single worker with an
interval of 2 seconds and no jobs to process would produce 300/50 = 6 commands
for Redis to process every second.
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Figure 5.5: Commands processed from running the baseline experiment with 50
workers contacting the Queens with an interval of 2 seconds.

Measure load when processing jobs

In this experiment, we will perform the same baseline experiment as before and
issue 50 jobs with a 1 second interval. The source code is available in Appendix C.2
and comparing the result to our previously set baseline will give us an indication
of performance increase generated by processing jobs as opposed to handling 50
idling workers, shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of commands processed by running the baseline exper-
iment with 50 workers idling and issuing 50 jobs with a 1 second interval. As
expected we can see an increase in commands per second associated with the in-
creased load generated by issuing 50 jobs ontop of the baseline.
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Comparing the results from the new experiment with the baseline shown in
Figure 5.7 we see that there is an expected increase in commands processed. The
baseline average number of commands processed per second was around 300 with
50 workers. The average for 50 workers and 50 jobs with an interval of 1 second is
around 700 commands per second, which is an increase of around 400 commands
per second.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of memory usage by running the baseline experiment with
50 workers idling and issuing 50 jobs with a 1 second interval.

These experiments are executed in controlled environments and are only
used to simulate a production environment. The scale in the number of
workers and jobs is probably much higher in a production environment The
experiments are used to get an indication of expected load generated under
different circumstances. Redis-stat also gathers information about other variables,
such as hit rate per command. The hit rate describes the number of successful data
lookups Redis performs. We have data about how many lookups failed as well,
but the experiments we ran had no misses.

Processing jobs while scaling the number of Queens

In this experiment, we wanted to measure the load of both the Queens and the
Redis database. The goal was to see how many interactions each Queen process
when the system is hit with the same load but an increased number of Queens.
From a clients perspective there is no difference in performance as they are always
served by at least 2 Queens. From the Redis database perspective there is also
little to no difference in performance. Figure 5.8 shows the number of commands
processed per second by Redis, and the source code is available in Appendix C.3.
The script we are running the experiment by specifying that after 50 jobs are issued
we will scale the number of Queens to 4. There are no new jobs issued until
the Queens are fully converged when another 50 jobs are issued. This behavior
describes the dip we are seeing in the green line representing this experiment.

Figure 5.9 shows the amount of memory used compared to the other
experiments we have completed. Since we are issuing new jobs over a time period
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of commands processed by the baseline experiment,
experiment 2 with 50 jobs and the current experiment where we started with two
Queens and issuing 100 jobs with an interval of 1 second. After 50 jobs were issued
we scaled the number of Queens up from 2 to 4. Notice that doubling the number
of Queens decreases the number of commands per second because we are waiting
for a verification that the increase in nodes has been successful.

the graph is increasing steadily. There is virtually no load difference compared to
the baseline which averages around 1,3 MB of RAM usage.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of memory usage by the baseline experiment, experiment
2 with 50 jobs and the current experiment where we started with two Queens and
issuing 100 jobs with an interval of 1 second. After 50 jobs were issued we scaled
the number of Queens up from 2 to 4. The graphs display no noticeable differences
because the load is too low.

Discussing the load of the Queens we have to address how Docker handles
load balancing. Running this experiment with the native internal load balancing
in Docker behaves as an ingress round robin load balancer. What this means is that
incoming traffic behaves in a round robin fashion and is distributed to the nodes
in the swam equally, the algorithm is described in section 2.4. To begin with, we
are issuing 50 workers to 2 Queens who handle 25 incoming connections each
and store the worker information in the Redis database. Issuing 1 job per second
would result in each Queen getting every other job connection. When we scale up
to 4 Queens each Queen will receive every fourth connection, lowering the load of
each Queen by 2.

Relationship of interval time in workers and load

Workers communicate with the Queens in intervals meaning that when we launch
a set of workers at the same time, they will synchronize contacting the Queens
simultaneously, which leads to spikes in database load. Figure 5.10 shows
database interactions when running 100 workers in idle with an interval time of
2 seconds, and the source code is available in Appendix C.4. The graph shows
an expected worst case load of 600 commands per seconds, as we established a
baseline in 5.4 of 300 commands per second for 30 idling workers. Worst case load
is caused by all workers synchronizing when to contact the Queens rather than
distributing the load more evenly. To calculate an average number of commands
we summarize all commands per second in a time frame of 60 seconds, which with
a 2 second interval results in 30036 commands. Dividing by 60 gives an average of
around 500 commands per second.

What the graph shows is the worst case load where we have a set of workers
who all contact the Queens at the same time. In a production-like environment, we
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Figure 5.10: Commands processed by Redis from 100 workers connecting to the
Queens with an interval of 2 seconds.

would not see that all workers synced up and contacted the Queens at the same
time, but would rather be more diverse where the load is more average. Running
the experiment allows us to calculate the expected worst case load from a number
of workers.

In Figure 5.11 we see that with a longer connection interval the performance
becomes harder to monitor. To make sense of the graph we need to analyze point
locations. Around 60 seconds, we see a cluster of points around 350 commands
per second, and another cluster at around 250 commands per second. If we take
one point from each cluster and add to the point from the other cluster we see
an added sum of 600 commands per second, which is what we established in the
previous figure. In order to calculate load generated from one interval of workers
to another, we need to set a timeframe and combine the results before dividing by
the number of seconds, which will give us commands per second.

By establishing a time frame of 1 minute and counting the number of
commands in a section of workers with a 4 second interval, we see a total of 15188
commands, which dividing by 60 gives an average of 253 commands per second.

In Figure 5.13 we see the first occurrence of no load in between connection
intervals of the workers. We can see that by increasing interval time we also
decrease load, with the drawback of having jobs issued in the interval go unissued
until the workers contact the Queens again. There are 10224 commands over a
time period of 60 seconds and calculating the average commands per second gives
around 170 commands per second.

It would also be interesting to see the distribution of load compared to no load.
Counting all occurrences of under 1 command per second in a 60 second time
interval gives a percentage of 33. This means that a third of the time there is no
load on the database.

In Figure 5.14 we ran the same experiment with an interval of 8 seconds. Over
a period of 60 seconds, we see a total of 7346 commands with an average of around
122 commands per second. The distribution of no load compared to load is slightly
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Figure 5.11: Commands processed by Redis from 100 workers connecting to the
Queens with an interval of 4 seconds.
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Figure 5.12: Commands processed by Redis from 100 workers connecting to the
Queens with an interval of 6 seconds.

higher than the previous example where there is no load 36 % of the time.
In the last experiment, we tested the database load with 100 workers with an

interval time of 10 seconds, shown in Figure 5.14. Over a period of 60 seconds,
we see a total of 6440 commands with an average of around 107 commands per
second. In this experiment, there were no load 41 % of the time.

In Table 5.7 we see a comparison of average commands per second within a
60 second time period for different worker interval times. We have established
a worst case load of 600 commands per second with 100 idling workers where
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Figure 5.13: Commands processed by Redis from 100 workers connecting to the
Queens with an interval of 8 seconds.
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Figure 5.14: Commands processed by Redis from 100 workers connecting to the
Queens with an interval of 10 seconds.

they all contact the Queens at the same time. This gives a worst case load of 6
commands per second for each worker. The number of commands per second
vary based on interval time.

Commands per second = 6 ∗ Number o f workers
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Worker interval time Average commands per second over a 60 second time period
2 500
4 253
6 170
8 122
10 107

Table 5.7: Relationship between worker interval time and average commands
processed per second on Redis

Discussion

With the functionality and scalability in place, we wanted to see how the
processing cluster responds to variations in workload. The results show that
the cluster is able to handle the load over long periods of time and process data
consistently. When we started developing the scalable Queen, it was not able to
handle more than 12 workers. With the changes implemented, we are now able to
serve 50 workers with ease.

The experiments conducted have been restricted by available resources, but
give a good indication of the expected load if we had run the experiments on a
larger scale. In production, we would likely see upwards of 1000 workers per
Queen.
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5.4 Persistence testing

The current setup does not have a fault tolerant load balancer. The client sends
requests to the swarm on IP 10.0.20.228, which is the master node who in turn
distributes incoming connections to nodes in the swarm. If this host goes down
the entire service is unavailable even though it is available on other hosts, shown
in figure 5.15. In order to combat these issues, we could implement a dedicated
load balancer which serves traffic to all hosts in the swarm, meaning that if the
swarm manager goes down the service will still be available, shown in figure 5.16.

Subnet with Queenbee as a service

Actor

Actor

subnet:5005

Manager Worker

WorkerWorker

Figure 5.15: Current implementation in the experiments. The manager forwards
incoming traffic to the other nodes in the swarm.

Subnet with Queenbee as a service

Actor

Actor

subnet:5005

Figure 5.16: Implementing a load balancer in the architecture will help creating a
fault tolerant system.
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Persistent database

In order to achieve a robust and stable system, we should strive to make every
element in the architecture redundant. We have shown that the system can handle
shutdowns of Queens, but a shutdown of the Redis database would result in
data loss. Since Redis is an in memory database all data will still be lost at
shutdown, but by taking persistent backup to disk we are able to recover data
after a shutdown. This solution requires Redis to be started with access to the
disks storing the database. In a system where Redis is running on an external
virtual machine from the rest of the swarm, it is dependent on the host machine to
run. What we propose is a solution where Redis is deployed to the same swarm
as the Queen, where the underlying hardware is isolated and Redis is offered as
a service. This way we can set Redis to be restarted and deployed to load the
persistently stored data if the service goes down. Since Redis is deployed as a
service, we no longer know what host machine is storing the database, but we still
need persistent storage where Redis can recover from a shutdown. An external
medium accessible from every host in the swarm would mean that Redis has
access to the persistent backup database regardless of what underlying machine
in the swarm it is deployed to. Figure 5.16 shows how Redis can be redeployed if
the host turns off.

Shared external storage

Shared medium

Figure 5.17: The swarm is connected to an external medium where the database is
stored persistently. If the node where Redis is running shuts down another Redis
instance will start automatically from another node in the swarm and connect to
the persistent database.
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Docker Compose

Creating a swarm environment with multiple services require the use of Docker
Compose. Docker Compose is a tool for defining and running multi-container
Docker applications. We will run Redis alongside the Queenbee container with
the use of this tool and the following code shows how we defined each service.

1 version: '3.2'
2

3 services:
4 queenbee:
5 image: "queenbee:latest"
6 build: .
7 ports:
8 - "5005:5005"
9 networks:

10 - webnet
11 redis:
12 image: "redislabs/rejson:latest"
13 volumes:
14 - type: volume
15 source: example
16 target: /data
17 volume:
18 nocopy: true
19 command: ["redis-server", "--loadmodule",

"/usr/lib/redis/modules/rejson.so", "--appendonly", "yes"]
20 networks:
21 - webnet
22 visualizer:
23 image: dockersamples/visualizer:stable
24 ports:
25 - "8080:8080"
26 volumes:
27 - "/var/run/docker.sock:/var/run/docker.sock"
28 deploy:
29 placement:
30 constraints: [node.role == manager]
31 networks:
32 - webnet
33

34

35 volumes:
36 example:
37 driver_opts:
38 type: "nfs"
39 o: "addr=10.0.20.232,nolock,soft,rw"
40 device: ":/var/nfs/general"
41

42 networks:
43 webnet:

The Redis service is configured to use an NFS volume pointing to an external
NFS server. NFS is Network File System which offers a mounting point for external
hosts to connect. To configure the NFS architecture we start by installing the
service on the server side. We create a folder to mount called /var/nfs/general
shown in the CLI output below. In order to allow other hosts to mount the folder,
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we need to edit the configuration file of /etc/exports. We allow all hosts in the
swarm to read, write, and specify the sync option which means that all changes
to the filesystem are immediately flushed to disk. No_root_squash is set to allow
remote root users to change any file on the shared file system.

redis$ sudo mkdir /var/nfs/general -p
redis$ cat /etc/exports
/var/nfs/general 10.0.20.228(rw,sync,no_root_squash)
/var/nfs/general 10.0.20.229(rw,sync,no_root_squash)
/var/nfs/general 10.0.20.230(rw,sync,no_root_squash)
/var/nfs/general 10.0.20.231(rw,sync,no_root_squash)

We have also deployed a service called Visualizer which is a simple tool used
to get an easy overview over containers in the services created, shown in Figure
5.18.

Figure 5.18: Visualizer is a tool used in testing of Docker Stacks in order to easily
view deployed containers in realtime.

Swarm architecture

Cloud providers like OpenStack offer the ability to create your own cloud
infrastructure. In this project, we created a swarm architecture over a set of 4
servers, where system follows a homogeneous architecture to separate parts in the
system. Service providers also offer swarm architecture to deploy your services,
instead of creating each VM yourself. In a swarm architecture, the resources are
abstracted further than with regular virtual machines, and we do not know what
servers or virtual machines are running. As a result, services might share resources
and they might run on the same server. The added benefits of further abstractions
will allow us to offer our Hive service as long as there are servers running in the
swarm cloud.

Docker Stacks

In order to deploy the services, we could use docker-compose which will launch
a set of containers based on the config file we just created. Another approach
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would be to use Docker Stacks, the difference being that docker-compose defines
containers while Docker Stacks define services. What this means is that Docker
Stacks monitor current state during runtime while docker-compose is happy with
just launching the containers. To deploy the system with Docker Stacks we do:

$ docker stack deploy queenlab --compose-file docker-compose.yml

After it has been deployed we are able to scale each service to our liking
and view the distribution across the nodes with the Visualizer. With the use of
Docker Stacks we are creating services in an overlay network. This means that all
services deployed on the same stack are able to access each other. In section 2.4 we
discussed how we could use service discovery to automatically detect and connect
to services offered on the same network.

Redis persistence

We have talked about persistent storage on an external NFS server, but how does
Redis store the data? Snapshotting is not very durable. If your computer running
Redis stops, your power line fails, or you accidentally kill -9 your instance, the
latest data are written on Redis will get lost. While this may not be a big deal for
some applications, there are use cases for full durability, and in these cases, Redis
was not a viable option. As described in section 2.3 Redis store all data structures
as Strings, which makes it possible to store the data persistently in an append-only
file. The append-only file is created by writing every change in the database to the
end of the file. When we restart Redis it will use the AOF to rebuild the state.

Database experiment

In this simple experiment, we will start with a Redis database deployed to swarm
node 3. In the CLI output below we will issue a job before shutting down the node
on which Redis is deployed to and see whether or not the job is stored after Redis
restarts on another node.

$ python queenbee/src/client.py -s 10.0.20.228 -p 5005 -u erik -c
wikipedia -q 1↪→

YRWFLENUCP
$ python queenbee/src/client.py -s 10.0.20.228 -p 5005 -u erik -l
JOB CORPUS CREATED STATUS
YRWFLENUCP wikipedia 2s ago 100% queued

The following CLI output shows how the Redis container is deployed to
another node after a shutdown occurs.

ubuntu@swarm0:~/queenbee$ docker service ps queenlab_redis
ID NAME NODE CURRENT STATE
tpxfj1rswsih queenlab_redis.1 swarm2 Running about a minute ago
jdbs6zqqkp9p \_ queenlab_redis.1 swarm3 Shutdown 20 seconds ago

After Redis is up an running on the other host we list jobs and see that it is
stored persistently.

$ python queenbee/src/client.py -s 10.0.20.228 -p 5005 -u erik -l
JOB CORPUS CREATED STATUS
YRWFLENUCP wikipedia 1m 42s ago 100% finished issued 3m 47s ago,

finished 2m 47s ago, time_used 1m 0s↪→
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To conclude we have achieved persistent storage of the Redis database. We
are now able to create an environment resistant to node failures affecting both the
database and the Queenbee service.

Discussion

We have created a robust and persistent database in order to make this element
of the structure resilient. By using Docker Stacks to deploy both the Queen and
Redis as a service we have established service discovery. As a result, we are able
to reference the services by name rather than having to specify the specific server
offering the service. Since we have developed a system with a swarm architecture,
we can deploy it to whatever infrastructure we would like without any changes.

Future work

Related research in the field of green big data processing explore other approaches
to optimize green energy usage. GreenHadoop [34] is a framework created by I.
Goiri et al. which predicts the amount of solar energy available at data centers
in the near future to schedule jobs and maximize the use of green energy. This
approach focuses on intelligent scheduling using the existing Hadoop framework.
B. Aksanli et al. [35] has taken a similar approach and explored intelligent
scheduling of jobs by predicting available solar and wind energy. Instead of
maximizing the use of green energy while still being dependent on brown energy
B. Aksanli et al. propose to schedule jobs according to expected green energy
available on each data center. By predicting available green energy they were able
to improve the utilization by three fold.

Another approach introduced by N. Maheshwari, R. Nanduri and V. Varma
[36] explores the ability to dynamically reconfigure clusters during load to
optimize resource utilization. This is achieved by removing or adding nodes based
on current load. Others who have explored optimizing cluster size in Hadoop is
J. Leverich and C. Kozyrakis [37] which looked at performance loss when scaling
down compared to the added bonus of reduced power consumption. Both of these
approaches experienced reduced power consumption with little performance loss
during low load and managed to reduce power consumption upwards of 50 %.

Our approach is based on optimizing scheduling of jobs, predicting available
green energy, and optimizing the cluster size. In order to further improve
energy consumption, we will apply these techniques to a new architecture using
unikernels. This will allow us to create a big data processing service which is
able to hyperscale and migrate to other data centers. The added benefit of using
unikernels in comparison to virtual machines is that they do not consume CPU
resources while idle.

The Hive is not a finished framework but has a potential for big data processing
clusters to save extensive amounts of energy. To complete the project we need to
implement worker management to allow intelligent scheduling of workers and
jobs.
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Chapter 6

Summary

Big data processing clusters are used to handle an increasing amount of semi-
structured data in distributed systems. These systems use a lot of resources and
there is a potential to optimize both processing and storage on said systems. We
set out to create a persistent, robust, and scalable task tracker for a MapReduce
framework called the Hive, which focuses on green computing.

To implement a persistent database we had to establish a deep understanding
of the underlying data structured used in the Hive and find a suitable database.
We chose a fast and flexible key-value based database called Redis which allowed
us to scale the number of task trackers and keep persistent storage of data. There
were other databases which could be used, but Redis delivers good performance,
even on a large scale.

The starting point of this thesis was a Queen storing data in global variables.
Shutdowns caused data loss and we were not able to use more than one Queen at a
time. It was evident that in order to make the project feasible we needed to enable
scalability as well as persistent storage.

The results show that we are now able to store data persistently even after a
shutdown of both Queens and the database. We are also able to scale the number
of Queens to accommodate increased load and as a result, we are now able to offer
good quality of service for the MapReduce framework.

Though the experiments were restricted by available resources, we have
created a scalable and robust service for big data processing.
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Appendix A

Queenbee.py

1 #!/usr/bin/env python
2 from __future__ import division
3 import socket
4 from thread import *
5 import json
6 import argparse
7 import time
8 import sys
9 import random

10 import string
11 import copy
12 import numpy as np
13 from rejson import Client, Path
14 import ast
15

16 if __name__ == '__main__':
17 ###########################################
18 # Argument parsing
19 parser = argparse.ArgumentParser(prog='server.py')
20 parser.add_argument('-v','--verbose',dest="verbose",help='Turn

verbosity on',default=False,action="store_true")
21 parser.add_argument('-d','--debug',dest="debug",help='Turn

debug_messages on',default=False,action="store_true")
22 parser.add_argument('-p','--port',dest="port",type=int, help='What port

to use connect to on the server', metavar="N",default=5005)
23 arguments = parser.parse_args()
24

25 VERBOSE = arguments.verbose
26 DEBUG = arguments.debug
27 PORT = int(arguments.port)
28

29 rj = Client(host='redis', port=6379)
30

31

32 ##########################################
33

34 #i = 0 #job nr
35

36 # pretty print json: print json.dumps(STAT_TREE, indent=4,
sort_keys=True)

37

38 #WORKER_HEALTH_INTERVAL = 300
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39

40

41 ##########################################
42 def verbose(text):
43 if VERBOSE:
44 print("\nVERBOSE: " + text + "\n")
45

46 def debug(text):
47 if DEBUG:
48 print "VERBOSE: " + text
49

50 def process_new_job(client,data_json):
51 #global i
52

53 reply={
54 "type" : "job",
55 "jid" : get_random_id(), # the JID that the job got
56 "query" : data_json["query"],
57 "cid" : data_json["cid"],
58 "time_created" : data_json["time_created"],
59 "user" : data_json["user"], #the user issuing the job
60 "status" : "Queued" # The following states: queued, started, finished
61 }
62 #i += 1 #increase job nr
63

64 if "reduce_script" in data_json:
65 reply["reduce_script"] = data_json["reduce_script"]
66

67 store_job(reply)
68 client.send(json.dumps(reply))
69 client.close()
70 return
71

72 def get_job_status(client,data_json):
73

74 # Based from a user id and the job. MUST define status
75 uid = data_json["user"]
76 jid = data_json["jid"]
77

78 JOB_LIST = rj.jsonget('JOB_LIST')
79 path = '.' + jid
80

81 if data_json["jid"] in JOB_LIST:
82 if uid == JOB_LIST[jid]["user"]:
83 verbose("Returning JSON" + json.dumps(JOB_LIST[data_json["jid"]]))
84 client.send(json.dumps(JOB_LIST[data_json["jid"]]))
85

86 client.close()
87 return
88

89 def list_jobs(client,data_json):
90 debug("list_jobs called")
91

92 # this is just a fake job so we have something to return
93 fakejob1 = {
94 "type" : "job",
95 "jid" : "1", # the JID that the job got
96 "query" : "query1",
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97 "cid" : "corpus X",
98 "time_issued" : str(int(time.time()) - 100),
99 "user" : data_json["user"], #the user issuing the job

100 "time_allocated" : str(int(time.time()) - 40),
101 "status" : "Queued" # The following states: queued, started, finished
102 }
103

104 if rj.exists('USER_LIST') == 1 and rj.exists('JOB_LIST') == 1:
105 USER_LIST = rj.jsonget('USER_LIST')
106 JOB_LIST = rj.jsonget('JOB_LIST')
107

108 data_json["job_list"] = []
109 if data_json["user"] in USER_LIST:
110 for jid in USER_LIST[data_json["user"]]:
111 job = copy.deepcopy(JOB_LIST[jid])
112 # we remove the results from the job in order to save space
113 job["results"] = dict()
114 data_json["job_list"].append(job)
115

116 verbose("Returning: " + json.dumps(data_json))
117 client.send(json.dumps(data_json))
118

119 else:
120 verbose("No jobs")
121 client.send('none')
122

123 def handle_hello(client,hello,ip):
124 debug("handle_hello() called")
125

126 if "wid" in hello:
127 verbose("This is a worker hello")
128 handle_worker_hello(client,hello,ip)
129 elif "rid" in hello:
130 verbose("This is a reducer hello")
131 handle_reducer_hello(client,hello,ip)
132

133 def handle_reducer_hello(client,hello,ip):
134 debug("handle_reducer_hello() called")
135

136 # exist in redis?
137 if rj.exists('REDUCER_LIST') == 1:
138 REDUCER_LIST = rj.jsonget('REDUCER_LIST')
139 else:
140 #first time
141 REDUCER_LIST = dict()
142 rj.jsonset('REDUCER_LIST', Path.rootPath(), dict())
143

144 # check if worker exists in WORKER_LIST
145 if hello["rid"] in REDUCER_LIST:
146 path = '.' + str(hello["rid"])
147 rj.jsonset('REDUCER_LIST', Path(path + '.last_seen'),

str(int(time.time())))
148 rj.jsonset('REDUCER_LIST', Path(path + '.ip_address'), ip)
149 else:
150 # create new entry in WORKER_LIST
151 path = '.' + str(hello["rid"])
152 rj.jsonset('REDUCER_LIST', Path(path), dict())
153 rj.jsonset('REDUCER_LIST', Path(path + '.ip_address'), ip)
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154 rj.jsonset('REDUCER_LIST', Path(path + '.last_seen'),
str(int(time.time())))

155 rj.jsonset('REDUCER_LIST', Path(path + '.cid'), hello["cid"])
156

157 # Process job that is finished
158 for job in hello["result_list"]:
159 path = '.' + str(job["jid"])
160 JOB_LIST = rj.jsonget('JOB_LIST')
161 rj.jsonset('JOB_LIST', Path(path + '.map_result'),

JOB_LIST[job["jid"]]["results"])
162 rj.jsonset('JOB_LIST', Path(path + '.results'), job["reduce_result"])
163 rj.jsonset('JOB_LIST', Path(path + '.status'), job["status"])
164 rj.jsonset('JOB_LIST', Path(path + '.reduce_time_finished'),

job["reduce_time_finished"])
165 rj.jsonset('JOB_LIST', Path(path + '.reduce_time_started'),

job["reduce_time_started"])
166

167 path = '.' + str(job[cid]) + '.job_list' + str(job[cid])
168 rj.jsonset('STATISTICS_TREE', Path(path + '.TrStart'),

job["reduce_time_started"])
169 rj.jsonset('STATISTICS_TREE', Path(path + '.TrStop'),

job["reduce_time_finished"])
170

171

172 decree = {
173 "type" : "decree",
174 "job_list" : [], # relative to shid
175 "worked_on" : [] # JIDs of jobs being worked on (only relevant when

multiple bees on the same shid
176 }
177

178 """fakejob1 = {
179 "type" : "job",
180 "jid" : "1", # the JID that the job got
181 "query" : "query1",
182 "cid" : "corpus X",
183 "time_issued" : str(int(time.time()) - 100),
184 "user" : "someuser", #the user issuing the job
185 "time_allocated" : str(int(time.time()) - 40),
186 "status" : "ready_for_reduce", # The following states: queued,

started, finished
187 "results" : { "1" : "lkajdlfaj", "2" : "owksdk" },
188 "reduce_function" : '#!/bin/bash\n wc -l $1'
189 }"""
190

191 # exist in redis?
192 if rj.exists('JOB_LIST') == 1:
193 JOB_LIST = rj.jsonget('JOB_LIST')
194 else:
195 JOB_LIST = dict()
196

197 # exist in redis?
198 if rj.exists('REDUCE_QUEUE') == 1:
199 REDUCE_QUEUE = rj.lrange('REDUCE_QUEUE', 0, -1)
200

201 # Check if the reducer is corpus sepcific
202 if hello["cid"] == "None":
203 #If not pick the first job in the queue and send it
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204 decree["job_list"].append(JOB_LIST[rj.lpop('REDUCE_QUEUE')])
205

206 else:
207 length = rj.llen('REDUCE_QUEUE')
208 count = 1
209 while (count < length):
210 #Pop element
211 element = rj.lpop('REDUCE_QUEUE')
212

213 # If correct corpus
214 if hello["cid"] == JOB_LIST[element]["cid"]:
215 decree["job_list"].append(JOB_LIST[element])
216 break
217 # Else insert back into list at the rear
218 else:
219 rj.rpush('REDUCE_QUEUE', element)
220 count = count + 1
221

222 verbose("No matching corpus found")
223

224

225 verbose("Returning: " + json.dumps(decree))
226 client.send(json.dumps(decree))
227

228 def handle_worker_hello(client,hello,ip):
229 debug("handle_worker_hello() called")
230

231 # exist in redis?
232 if rj.exists('WORKER_LIST') == 1:
233 WORKER_LIST = rj.jsonget('WORKER_LIST')
234

235 # check if worker exists in WORKER_LIST
236 if hello["wid"] in WORKER_LIST:
237 path = '.' + str(hello["wid"])
238 rj.jsonset('WORKER_LIST', Path(path + '.last_seen'),

str(int(time.time())))
239 rj.jsonset('WORKER_LIST', Path(path + '.ip_address'), ip)
240 else:
241 rj.jsonset('WORKER_LIST', Path.rootPath(), dict())
242

243 # create new entry in WORKER_LIST
244 path = '.' + str(hello["wid"])
245 rj.jsonset('WORKER_LIST', Path(path), dict())
246 rj.jsonset('WORKER_LIST', Path(path + '.ip_address'), ip)
247 rj.jsonset('WORKER_LIST', Path(path + '.last_seen'),

str(int(time.time())))
248 rj.jsonset('WORKER_LIST', Path(path + '.cid'), hello["cid"])
249 rj.jsonset('WORKER_LIST', Path(path + '.shid'), hello["shid"])
250

251 # exist in redis?
252 if rj.exists('STAT_TREE') == 1:
253 STAT_TREE = rj.jsonget('STAT_TREE')
254

255 # create new entry in STAT_TREE
256 if hello["cid"] in STAT_TREE:
257 if not hello["shid"] in STAT_TREE[hello["cid"]]:
258 path = '.' + str(hello["cid"]) + '.' + str(hello["shid"])
259 rj.jsonset('STAT_TREE', Path(path), [])
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260 else:
261 rj.jsonset('STAT_TREE', Path.rootPath(), dict())
262 path = '.' + str(hello["cid"])
263 rj.jsonset('STAT_TREE', Path(path), dict())
264 rj.jsonset('STAT_TREE', Path(path + '.' + str(hello["shid"])), [])
265

266 # Create the cid in the statistics tree as
well------------------------------

267 # exist in redis?
268 if rj.exists('STATISTICS_TREE') != 1:
269 rj.jsonset('STATISTICS_TREE', Path.rootPath(), dict())
270 rj.jsonset('STATISTICS_TREE', Path(path), dict())
271 rj.jsonset('STATISTICS_TREE', Path(path + '.cid'), hello["cid"])
272 rj.jsonset('STATISTICS_TREE', Path(path + '.job_list'), dict())
273 else:
274 STATISTICS_TREE[hello["cid"]] = dict()
275 rj.jsonset('STATISTICS_TREE', Path(path + '.cid'), hello["cid"])
276 rj.jsonset('STATISTICS_TREE', Path(path + '.job_list'), dict())
277

278 # exist in redis?
279 if rj.exists('CORPUS_LIST') != 1:
280 rj.jsonset('CORPUS_LIST', Path.rootPath(), dict())
281 rj.jsonset('CORPUS_LIST', Path(path), dict())
282 rj.jsonset('CORPUS_LIST', Path(path + '.job_list'), [])
283 else:
284 rj.jsonset('CORPUS_LIST', Path(path), dict())
285 rj.jsonset('CORPUS_LIST', Path(path + '.job_list'), [])
286

287 # go through finished jobs
288 verbose("Got hello: " + json.dumps(hello))
289

290 for job in hello["result_list"]:
291 print "handling finished job: " + json.dumps(job)
292

293 JOB_LIST = rj.jsonget('JOB_LIST')
294

295 if job["jid"] not in JOB_LIST:
296 break
297

298 # update jid results list with result from job
299 if not hello["shid"] in JOB_LIST[job["jid"]]["results"]:
300 # reduce shid_remain with
301 jidPath = '.' + str(job['jid'])
302 rj.jsonset('JOB_LIST', Path(jidPath + '.results.' +

str(hello["shid"])), job["result"])
303 rj.jsonnumincrby('JOB_LIST', Path(jidPath + '.shid_remain'), -1)
304 rj.jsonset('JOB_LIST', Path(jidPath + '.shid_list.' +

str(hello["shid"])), 2)
305

306 #Register shid id with time used = time finished-time
started-----------------------------------------

307 cidPath = '.' + str(job['cid']) + '.job_list' + '.' +
str(job['jid']) + '.shid_list.' + str(hello["shid"])

308 cidUsedPath = '.' + str(job['cid']) + '.job_list' + '.' +
str(job['jid']) + '.shid_list_used.' + str(hello["shid"])

309 rj.jsonset('STATISTICS_TREE', Path(cidPath), dict())
310 rj.jsonset('STATISTICS_TREE', Path(cidPath + '.time_used'),

int(job["time_finished"]) - int(job["time_started"]))
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311 rj.jsonset('STATISTICS_TREE', Path(cidPath + '.time_started'),
int(job["time_started"]))

312 rj.jsonset('STATISTICS_TREE', Path(cidPath + '.time_finished'),
int(job["time_finished"]))

313 rj.jsonset('STATISTICS_TREE', Path(cidUsedPath),
int(job["time_finished"]) - int(job["time_started"]))

314

315 JOB_LIST = rj.jsonget('JOB_LIST')
316 # see if shid_remain is 0
317 if JOB_LIST[job["jid"]]["shid_remain"] == 0:
318 # if shid_remain 0: update
319 if "reduce_script" in JOB_LIST[job["jid"]]:
320 rj.lpush('REDUCE_QUEUE', job["jid"])
321 #REDUCE_QUEUE.append(job["jid"])
322 rj.jsonset('JOB_LIST', Path(jidPath + '.status'),

"map_finished")
323

324 else:
325 rj.jsonset('JOB_LIST', Path(jidPath + '.status'), "finished")
326

327 rj.jsonset('JOB_LIST', Path(jidPath + '.time_finished'),
str(int(time.time())))

328

329 #fill out time taken,adm
overhead------------------------------------

330 cidJidPath = '.' + str(job['cid']) + '.job_list.' +
str(job['jid'])

331 rj.jsonset('STATISTICS_TREE', Path(cidJidPath + '.Tt'),
int(job["time_finished"]) - int(job["time_issued"]))

332 rj.jsonset('STATISTICS_TREE', Path(cidJidPath + '.Tadm'),
int(job["time_issued"]) - int(job["time_created"]))

333 rj.jsonset('STATISTICS_TREE', Path(cidJidPath +
'.Tstart_stop'), int(job["time_finished"]) -
int(job["time_created"]))

334

335 calculate_stats(job["cid"],job["jid"])
336

337 JOB_LIST = rj.jsonget('JOB_LIST')
338 #Check if reduce is nescessary
339 if JOB_LIST[job["jid"]]["status"] != "deleted":
340 length = rj.jsonarrlen('STAT_TREE', Path('.' + job["cid"] + '.' +

hello["shid"]))
341 count = 1
342 while (count < length):
343

344 #Pop element
345 element = rj.jsonarrpop('STAT_TREE', Path('.' + job["cid"] +

'.' + hello["shid"]))
346

347 # If correct job
348 if element == job["jid"]:
349 verbose("Removed: " + job["jid"])
350 break
351 # Else insert back into list at the rear
352 else:
353 rj.jsonarrinsert('STAT_TREE', Path('.' + job["cid"] + '.' +

hello["shid"]), 0, element)
354 count = count + 1
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355

356 verbose("No matching corpus found")
357

358 decree = {
359 "type" : "decree",
360 "job_list" : [], # relative to shid
361 "worked_on" : [] # JIDs of jobs being worked on (only relevant when

multiple bees on the same shid
362 }
363

364

365 STAT_TREE = rj.jsonget('STAT_TREE')
366

367 # get a list of new jobs
368 if hello["cid"] in STAT_TREE:
369 for jid in STAT_TREE[hello["cid"]][hello["shid"]]:
370 # Do not hand out duplicates
371 JOB_LIST = rj.jsonget('JOB_LIST')
372

373 if JOB_LIST[jid]["shid_list"][hello["shid"]] == 0:
374 path = '.' + str(jid) + '.status'
375 rj.jsonset('JOB_LIST', Path(path), 'issued')
376

377 if not "time_issued" in JOB_LIST[jid]:
378 path = '.' + str(jid) + '.time_issued'
379 rj.jsonset('JOB_LIST', Path(path), str(int(time.time())))
380

381 JOB_LIST = rj.jsonget('JOB_LIST')
382 mod_job = copy.deepcopy(JOB_LIST[jid])
383 del mod_job["results"]
384 del mod_job["shid_list"]
385 decree["job_list"].append(mod_job)
386

387 path = '.' + str(jid) + '.shid_list' + '.' + str(hello["shid"])
388 rj.jsonset('JOB_LIST', Path(path), '1')
389 break
390

391 # a fake job just to test communication
392 fakejob1 = {
393 "type" : "job",
394 "jid" : "1", # the JID that the job got
395 "query" : "query1",
396 "cid" : "corpus X",
397 "time_issued" : str(int(time.time()) - 100),
398 "user" : "someuser", #the user issuing the job
399 "time_allocated" : str(int(time.time()) - 40),
400 "status" : "Queued" # The following states: queued, started, finished
401 }
402

403 # decree["job_list"].append(fakejob1)
404 verbose("Returning: " + json.dumps(decree))
405 client.send(json.dumps(decree))
406

407 def update_worker_hello(): # Update workerip
408 debug("Update worker hello")
409

410 def get_job_for_worker(): # Get from stat tree
411 debug("Get job for worker from status tree")
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412

413 def update_jobstatus(): # Update job list according to the worker hellos
414 debug("update_jobstatus called")
415

416 def store_job(job_json): # Add new job to list
417 debug("Storing job in job_list")
418

419

420 # Create array for shid list according to corpus
421

422 # Check if key exist in redis
423 if rj.exists('STAT_TREE') != 1:
424 return
425

426 if rj.exists('STAT_TREE') != 1:
427 rj.jsonset('STATISTICS_TREE', Path.rootPath(), dict())
428

429 STAT_TREE = rj.jsonget('STAT_TREE')
430

431 # Update STAT_TREE with job
432 if not job_json["cid"] in STAT_TREE:
433 # No corpus of that name yet, job not submitted
434 print 'No corpus ERROR'
435 return False
436

437 workers = dict()
438 for shid in STAT_TREE[job_json["cid"]]:
439 STAT_TREE[job_json["cid"]][shid].append(job_json["jid"])
440 workers[shid] = 0
441

442 path = '.' + str(job_json["cid"]) + '.' + str(shid)
443 rj.jsonarrappend('STAT_TREE', Path(path), job_json["jid"])
444

445 # Add the array created to the dict object
446 job_json["shid_list"] = workers
447 job_json["shid_remain"] = len(workers)
448 job_json["results"] = dict()
449 verbose("Storing job: " + json.dumps(job_json))
450

451 path = '.' + str(job_json["jid"])
452 if rj.exists('JOB_LIST') == 1:
453 rj.jsonset('JOB_LIST', Path(path), job_json)
454 else:
455 rj.jsonset('JOB_LIST', Path.rootPath(), dict())
456 rj.jsonset('JOB_LIST', Path(path), job_json)
457

458 # Check if USER_LIST exist in redis
459 if rj.exists('USER_LIST') == 1:
460 USER_LIST = rj.jsonget('USER_LIST')
461 else:
462 # User list mainting job list for each user
463 USER_LIST = dict()
464 USER_LIST[job_json["user"]] = []
465 rj.jsonset('USER_LIST', Path.rootPath(), USER_LIST)
466

467 user = str(job_json["user"])
468 path = '.' + user
469 rj.jsonarrappend('USER_LIST', Path(path), job_json["jid"])
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470

471 #Store job in Statistics_Tree...------------------------------------
472 path = '.' + str(job_json["cid"]) + '.job_list.' + str(job_json["jid"])
473 cidPath = '.' + str(job_json["cid"])
474 rj.jsonset('STATISTICS_TREE', Path(path), dict())
475 rj.jsonset('STATISTICS_TREE', Path(path + '.shid_list'), dict())
476 rj.jsonset('STATISTICS_TREE', Path(path + '.shid_list_used'), dict())
477

478 rj.jsonarrappend('CORPUS_LIST', Path('.' + str(job_json["cid"]) +
'.job_list'), job_json["jid"])

479 CORPUS_LIST = rj.jsonget('CORPUS_LIST')
480 path = '.' + str(job_json["cid"])
481 if len(CORPUS_LIST[job_json["cid"]]["job_list"]) == 1 :
482 rj.jsonset('CORPUS_LIST', Path(cidPath + '.first_job'),

job_json["time_created"])
483 else:
484 rj.jsonset('CORPUS_LIST', Path(cidPath + '.last_job'),

job_json["time_created"])
485 td = int(rj.jsonget('CORPUS_LIST', Path(path + '.last_job'))) -

int(rj.jsonget('CORPUS_LIST', Path(path + '.first_job')))
486 if td > 0:
487 rj.jsonset('CORPUS_LIST', Path(cidPath + '.arrival_rate'),

len(CORPUS_LIST[job_json["cid"]]["job_list"]) / td)
488 else:
489 rj.jsonset('CORPUS_LIST', Path(cidPath + '.arrival_rate'),

len(CORPUS_LIST[job_json["cid"]]["job_list"]))
490

491 print rj.jsonget('CORPUS_LIST')
492

493 def delete_job(job_json): # Delete job from list
494

495 debug("delete_job called")
496

497 USER_LIST = rj.jsonget('USER_LIST')
498 STAT_TREE = rj.jsonget('STAT_TREE')
499

500 #Find out if job is users
501 if not job_json["uid"] in USER_LIST:
502 return False
503

504 if not job_json["jid"] in USER_LIST[job_json["uid"]]:
505 return False
506

507 verbose("Deleting job with id: " + job_json["jid"])
508

509 JOB_LIST = rj.jsonget('JOB_LIST')
510 job = JOB_LIST[job_json["jid"]]
511

512 #Remove the job from all the shids in the STAT_TREE
513 for shid in STAT_TREE[job["cid"]]:
514 #STAT_TREE[job["cid"]][shid].remove(job_json["jid"])
515 rj.jsondel('STAT_TREE', Path('.' + job["cid"] + '.' + hello["shid"]

+ '.' + job["jid"]))
516

517 jid = str(job_json["jid"])
518 path = '.' + jid + '.status'
519

520 rj.jsonset('JOB_LIST', Path(path), 'deleted')
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521

522 verbose("Deleted job ")
523

524 def get_random_id():
525 debug("get_random_id called")
526 # redis keys cannot start with number
527 randID = random.choice(string.ascii_uppercase) +

''.join(random.choice(string.ascii_uppercase + string.digits) for _
in range(9))

528 return randID
529

530 def get_worker_list(client,wlist): # List all workers
531 debug("get_worker_list called")
532

533 WORKER_LIST = rj.jsonget('WORKER_LIST')
534 wlist["worker_list"] = []
535 for wid in WORKER_LIST:
536 worker = {
537 "wid" : wid,
538 "ip_address" : WORKER_LIST[wid]["ip_address"],
539 "shid" : WORKER_LIST[wid]["shid"],
540 "cid" : WORKER_LIST[wid]["cid"],
541 "last_seen" : WORKER_LIST[wid]["last_seen"],
542 }
543

544 wlist["worker_list"].append(worker)
545

546 verbose("returning: " + json.dumps(wlist))
547 client.send(json.dumps(wlist))
548

549 def get_reducer_list(client,rlist):
550 debug("get_reducer_list called")
551

552 REDUCER_LIST = rj.jsonget('REDUCER_LIST')
553 rlist["reducer_list"] = []
554 for rid in REDUCER_LIST:
555 reducer = {
556 "rid" : rid,
557 "ip_address" : REDUCER_LIST[rid]["ip_address"],
558 "cid" : REDUCER_LIST[rid]["cid"],
559 "last_seen" : REDUCER_LIST[rid]["last_seen"],
560 }
561

562 rlist["reducer_list"].append(reducer)
563

564 verbose("returning: " + json.dumps(rlist))
565 client.send(json.dumps(rlist))
566

567 def calculate_stats(cid,jid):
568 debug("calculating_statistics for job done")
569

570 Twmin = -1
571 Twmax = -1
572

573 STATISTICS_TREE = rj.jsonget('STATISTICS_TREE')
574

575 for shid,tid in
STATISTICS_TREE[cid]["job_list"][jid]["shid_list_used"].items():
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576 if Twmin == -1 and Twmax == -1:
577 Twmin = [shid,tid]
578 Twmax = [shid,tid]
579

580 if tid < Twmin[1]:
581 Twmin = [shid,tid]
582

583 if tid > Twmax[1]:
584 Twmax = [shid,tid]
585

586 path = '.' + str(cid) + '.job_list' + '.' + str(jid)
587 rj.jsonset('STATISTICS_TREE', Path(path + '.Tw95'),

str(int(np.percentile(STATISTICS_TREE[cid]["job_list"][jid]["shid_list_used"].values(),95))))
588 rj.jsonset('STATISTICS_TREE', Path(path + '.TwMax'), Twmax)
589 rj.jsonset('STATISTICS_TREE', Path(path + '.TwMin'), Twmin)
590 rj.jsonset('STATISTICS_TREE', Path(path + '.DtMax'),

int(rj.jsonget('STATISTICS_TREE', Path(path + '.Tt'))) - Twmax[1])
591 rj.jsonset('STATISTICS_TREE', Path(path + '.Dt95'),

int(rj.jsonget('STATISTICS_TREE', Path(path + '.Tt'))) -
int(rj.jsonget('STATISTICS_TREE', Path(path + '.Tw95'))))

592

593 STATISTICS_TREE = rj.jsonget('STATISTICS_TREE')
594 verbose("Calculated Stats : " +

json.dumps(STATISTICS_TREE[cid]["job_list"][jid]))
595

596 def get_stats(client,job_json):
597 debug("get stats for a corpus")
598

599 STAT_TREE = rj.jsonget('STAT_TREE')
600 STATISTICS_TREE = rj.jsonget('STATISTICS_TREE')
601

602 cid = job_json["corpus"]
603 if cid not in STAT_TREE:
604 data_json["result"] = "No corpus found"
605 else:
606 data_json["job_list"] = []
607

608 for i in STATISTICS_TREE[cid]["job_list"]:
609 job = copy.deepcopy(STATISTICS_TREE[cid]["job_list"][i])
610 job["jid"] = i
611 data_json["job_list"].append(job)
612

613 verbose("returning: " + json.dumps(data_json))
614 client.send(json.dumps(data_json))
615

616 def get_corpus_list():
617 debug("get_corpus_list called")
618

619 s = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_STREAM)
620 s.setsockopt(socket.SOL_SOCKET, socket.SO_REUSEADDR, 1)
621

622 TCP_IP = "0.0.0.0"
623 TCP_PORT = PORT
624 BUFFER_SIZE = 8024
625

626 #Bind socket to local host and port
627 try:
628 s.bind((TCP_IP, TCP_PORT))
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629 except socket.error as msg:
630 print 'Bind failed: ' + str(msg[0]) + ' Message: ' + msg[1]
631 sys.exit()
632

633 s.listen(5)
634

635 ip_add_reg = [] #Register of id; ip address ; data string recieved
636

637 # handling connections and create threads
638 def clientthread(conn):
639

640 while True:
641 #Receiving from client
642 data = conn.recv(BUFFER_SIZE)
643 data_json = json.loads(data)
644

645 verbose("Got JSON: " + str(json.dumps(data_json)))
646

647 ip_add_reg.append([0,addr[0],data])
648

649 # Inspect the JSON object to see what it is and send it to the
appropriate

650 # method to handle it
651

652

653 # a new job from a client
654 if ( data_json["type"] == "job" and "jid" not in data_json ):
655 process_new_job(conn,data_json)
656 conn.close()
657

658 # status query about existing job from a client
659 if ( data_json["type"] == "job" and "jid" in data_json ):
660 get_job_status(conn,data_json)
661 conn.close()
662

663 # list request from a client
664 if ( data_json["type"] == "list" ):
665 list_jobs(conn,data_json)
666 conn.close()
667

668 # hello from a worker or reducer
669 if ( data_json["type"] == "hello" ):
670 handle_hello(conn,data_json,addr[0])
671 conn.close()
672

673 # request worker list
674 if ( data_json["type"] == "worker_list" ):
675 get_worker_list(conn,data_json)
676 conn.close()
677

678 # request worker list
679 if ( data_json["type"] == "reducer_list" ):
680 get_reducer_list(conn,data_json)
681 conn.close()
682

683 # delete job
684 if ( data_json["type"] == "delete_job" ):
685 delete_job(data_json)
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686 conn.close()
687

688 if (data_json["type"] == "stats_request"):
689 get_stats(conn,data_json)
690 conn.close()
691

692 break;
693

694 # came out of loop
695 conn.close()
696

697 while 1:
698

699 conn, addr = s.accept()
700 print 'Connection address:', addr
701

702 start_new_thread(clientthread ,(conn,))
703

704 s.close
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Appendix B

Resilience experiments

B.1 Single Queenbee

This python script issues 12 jobs to a Queen with global variables.

1 #!/usr/bin/env python
2

3 import os
4 import time
5 import datetime
6 import re
7 import ast
8

9 a = datetime.datetime.now()
10 print "Issue 12 jobs"
11 for x in range(0, 12):
12 os.system('python queenbee-old/queenbee/src/client.py -s localhost -p

5005 -u erik -c wikipedia -q 1')
13

14 match = '%\s([a-z]*)\s'
15

16 while True:
17 list = []
18 output = os.popen('python queenbee-old/queenbee/src/client.py -s

localhost -p 5005 -u erik -l').read()
19 y = re.findall(match, output)
20 list.append(str(y))
21 list = ast.literal_eval(list[0])
22

23 if list[0] == 'finished':
24 if all(list[0] == item for item in list):
25 print 'All finished'
26 print output
27 break
28

29 print 'check'
30 time.sleep(1)
31

32 b = datetime.datetime.now()
33 delta = b - a
34 print 'Time spent: '
35 print delta
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B.2 Distributed swarm

This python script issues 12 jobs to a distributed swarm of Queens.

1 #!/usr/bin/env python
2

3 import os
4 import time
5 import datetime
6 import re
7 import ast
8

9 a = datetime.datetime.now()
10 print "Issue 12 jobs"
11 for x in range(0, 12):
12 os.system('python queenbee/src/client.py -s 10.0.20.228 -p 5005 -u erik

-c wikipedia -q 1')
13

14 match = '%\s([a-z]*)\s'
15

16 while True:
17 list = []
18 output = os.popen('python queenbee/src/client.py -s 10.0.20.228 -p 5005

-u erik -l').read()
19 y = re.findall(match, output)
20 list.append(str(y))
21 list = ast.literal_eval(list[0])
22

23 if list[0] == 'finished':
24 if all(list[0] == item for item in list):
25 print 'All finished'
26 print output
27 break
28

29 print 'check'
30 time.sleep(1)
31

32 b = datetime.datetime.now()
33 delta = b - a
34 print 'Time spent: '
35 print delta
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Appendix C

Performance experiments

C.1 Baseline

This python script tests performance of both queenbee.py and Redis while running
50 idling workers for 30 minutes.

1 #!/usr/bin/env python
2

3 import os
4 import time
5 import subprocess
6

7 INTERVAL_TIME = 2
8 JOB_TIME = 3
9

10 print "Issuing 50 workers"
11 for x in range(0, 50):
12 os.system('python queenbee/src/worker.py -p 5005 -c wikipedia -i 2 -s

10.0.20.228 &')
13

14 print 'Complete'
15 print 'Waiting 30 minutes before killing all python processes'
16

17 time.sleep(1750)
18 os.system('pkill -9 python')

C.2 Baseline with job load

This python script tests performance of both queenbee.py and Redis while running
50 workers and processing 50 jobs.

1 #!/usr/bin/env python
2

3 import os
4 import time
5 import subprocess
6 import datetime
7 import re
8 import ast
9

10 INTERVAL_TIME = 2
11 JOB_TIME = 3
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12

13 print "Issuing 50 workers"
14 for x in range(0, 50):
15 os.system('python queenbee/src/worker.py -p 5005 -c wikipedia -i 2 -W 3

-s 10.0.20.228 &')
16

17 print 'Complete'
18

19 a = datetime.datetime.now()
20 print "Issue 50 jobs with 1 second intervals"
21 for x in range(0, 50):
22 os.system('python queenbee/src/client.py -s 10.0.20.228 -p 5005 -u erik

-c wikipedia -q 3')
23 time.sleep(1)
24

25 match = '%\s([a-z]*)\s'
26

27 while True:
28 list = []
29 output = os.popen('python queenbee/src/client.py -s 10.0.20.228 -p 5005

-u erik -l').read()
30 y = re.findall(match, output)
31 list.append(str(y))
32 list = ast.literal_eval(list[0])
33

34 if list[0] == 'finished':
35 if all(list[0] == item for item in list):
36 print 'All finished'
37 print output
38 break
39

40 print 'check'
41 time.sleep(1)
42

43 b = datetime.datetime.now()
44 delta = b - a
45 print 'Time spent: '
46 print delta
47

48 os.system('pkill -9 python')

C.3 Baseline with job load and scaling number of queens

This python script tests the ability of queenbee.py to scale the number of Queens
while running 50 workers and processing 50 jobs.

1 #!/usr/bin/env python
2

3 import os
4 import time
5 import subprocess
6 import datetime
7 import re
8 import ast
9

10 INTERVAL_TIME = 2
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11 JOB_TIME = 3
12

13 print "Issuing 50 workers"
14 for x in range(0, 50):
15 os.system('python queenbee/src/worker.py -p 5005 -c wikipedia -i 2 -W 3

-s 10.0.20.228 &')
16

17 print 'Complete'
18

19 a = datetime.datetime.now()
20 print "Issue 50 jobs with 1 second intervals"
21 for x in range(0, 50):
22 os.system('python queenbee/src/client.py -s 10.0.20.228 -p 5005 -u erik

-c wikipedia -q 3')
23 time.sleep(1)
24

25

26 print "Scaling number of queens to 4"
27 os.system('ssh -i .ssh/cloud.key ubuntu@10.0.20.228 "sudo docker service

scale queen=4"')
28

29 print "Issue 50 more jobs with 1 second intervals"
30 for x in range(0, 50):
31 os.system('python queenbee/src/client.py -s 10.0.20.228 -p 5005 -u erik

-c wikipedia -q 3')
32 time.sleep(1)
33

34 match = '%\s([a-z]*)\s'
35

36 while True:
37 list = []
38 output = os.popen('python queenbee/src/client.py -s 10.0.20.228 -p 5005

-u erik -l').read()
39 y = re.findall(match, output)
40 list.append(str(y))
41 list = ast.literal_eval(list[0])
42

43 if list[0] == 'finished':
44 if all(list[0] == item for item in list):
45 print 'All finished'
46 print output
47 break
48

49 print 'check'
50 time.sleep(1)
51

52 b = datetime.datetime.now()
53 delta = b - a
54 print 'Time spent: '
55 print delta
56

57 os.system('pkill -9 python')
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C.4 Interval time in association with load on Queens and
database

This python script investigates the relationship between interval time and
performance.

1 #!/usr/bin/env python
2

3 import os
4 import time
5 import subprocess
6 import datetime
7 import re
8 import ast
9

10 print "Issuing 100 workers with interval of 10 seconds"
11 for x in range(0, 100):
12 os.system('python queenbee/src/worker.py -p 5005 -c wikipedia -i 10 -s

10.0.20.228 &')
13 print 'Complete - waiting 10 min'
14 time.sleep(600)
15 os.system("ps aux | grep 'worker.py' | awk '{print $2}' | xargs kill -9")
16

17 print "Issuing 100 workers with interval of 8 seconds"
18 for x in range(0, 100):
19 os.system('python queenbee/src/worker.py -p 5005 -c wikipedia -i 8 -s

10.0.20.228 &')
20 print 'Complete - waiting 10 min'
21 time.sleep(600)
22 os.system("ps aux | grep 'worker.py' | awk '{print $2}' | xargs kill -9")
23

24 print "Issuing 100 workers with interval of 6 seconds"
25 for x in range(0, 100):
26 os.system('python queenbee/src/worker.py -p 5005 -c wikipedia -i 6 -s

10.0.20.228 &')
27 print 'Complete - waiting 10 min'
28 time.sleep(600)
29 os.system("ps aux | grep 'worker.py' | awk '{print $2}' | xargs kill -9")
30

31 print "Issuing 100 workers with interval of 4 seconds"
32 for x in range(0, 100):
33 os.system('python queenbee/src/worker.py -p 5005 -c wikipedia -i 4 -s

10.0.20.228 &')
34 print 'Complete - waiting 10 min'
35 time.sleep(600)
36 os.system("ps aux | grep 'worker.py' | awk '{print $2}' | xargs kill -9")
37

38 print "Issuing 100 workers with interval of 2 seconds"
39 for x in range(0, 100):
40 os.system('python queenbee/src/worker.py -p 5005 -c wikipedia -i 2 -s

10.0.20.228 &')
41 print 'Complete - waiting 10 min'
42 time.sleep(600)
43 os.system("ps aux | grep 'worker.py' | awk '{print $2}' | xargs kill -9")
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